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ABSTRACT 
Evolutionary genomics analysis of plants aims to reveal and help us to understand 
the history of genome evolution that plants have undergone. So far, many specific topics 
and questions of genome evolution have been studied and answered. However, there are 
still a large number of questions to which the answers are unknown or not clear. In this 
dissertation, I focus on two specific topics of evolutionary genomics: (1) genome size 
evolution following genomic rearrangements in plants; (2) ancestral genome 
reconstruction in legumes. 
Using a model of two wild peanut relatives in which one genome experienced large 
rearrangements, we find that the main determinant in genome size reduction is a set of 
inversions which experienced subsequent net sequence removal in the inverted regions. 
We observe a general pattern in which sequence is lost more rapidly at newly distal 
(telomeric) regions than it is gained at newly proximal (pericentromeric) regions – resulting 
in net sequence loss in the inverted regions. The major driver of this process is 
recombination, determined by the chromosomal location. Any type of genomic 
rearrangement that exposes proximal regions to higher recombination rates can cause 
genome size reduction by this mechanism. Sequence loss in those regions was primarily 
due to removal of transposable elements. Illegitimate recombination is likely the major 
mechanism responsible for the sequence removal, rather than unequal intrastrand 
recombination. We also measure the relative rate of genome size reduction in these two 
Arachis diploids. We also test our model in other plant species and find that it applies in 
all cases examined, suggesting our model is widely applicable. 
ix 
Inversions occurring in tetraploid cultivated peanut after the polyploidization event 
provide us an excellent opportunity to examine the model of genome size reduction 
following genomic rearrangements in polyploidy. It is also a good opportunity to 
understand the genome size reduction process at its early stage, since the inversions are 
quite recent (likely younger than 10,000 years). We observe that the model of genome size 
reduction still holds in the recently-derived tetraploid peanut as it does in the much earlier-
diverging diploid progenitors. We find that the genome size reduction process starts with 
differences in very long sequence deletions and then spreads to mid-length sequence 
deletions later. We measure the relative rate of size reduction of the inverted region in 
tetraploid peanut, finding that it is higher than the rates calculated in our previous study 
between Arachis diploids. We argue this is because the rate of size reduction is more rapid 
in the early generations after the inversion. 
We describe the reconstruction of a hypothetical ancestral genome for the 
papilionoid legumes, in order to help us better understand the evolutionary histories of 
these legumes. We use a novel method for identifying informative markers, to reconstruct 
the ancestral genomes for selected legume species, including Glycine max, which has a 
recent exclusive WGD event. We infer that the reconstructed most recent common ancestor 
of all selected legume species (all within the Papilionoideae) has 9 chromosomes. The 
model then predicts that chromosome numbers reduced to 8 in Medicago truncatula and 
Cicer arietinum separately, through two separate single fusion events. In Lotus japonicus, 
a series of rearrangement events is the major cause of the chromosome number reduction 
to 6. We infer that the chromosome number increased mostly independently in Cajanus 
cajan, Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris and Vigna radiata. In Arachis (A. duranensis and 
x 
A. ipaensis), there was an increase in chromosome number prior to their divergence. The 
chromosome structural evolution described here is consistent with the phylogenetic 
distribution of a large collection of chromosome counts in the legumes. 
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Evolutionary genomic analysis of plants aims to reveal and help us to understand the 
history of genome evolution that plants have undergone. There are many potential aspects to 
such an analysis, such as genome size changes, polyploidy history, ancestral genome 
reconstruction, chromosome number evolution, transposable element proliferation, gene 
insertion/deletion and duplication etc. Generally, any feature of a plant genome can serve as 
the focus of evolutionary genomic analysis to investigate changes during evolution. In this 
dissertation, we only focus on two specific topics of evolutionary genomics: (1) genome size 
evolution following genomic rearrangements in plants; (2) ancestral genome reconstruction in 
legumes. 
Genome Size Evolution 
Genome size varies extensively in eukaryotes, and the variation is still tremendous 
when we only look at plants (Ohri, 1998; Bennett et al., 2000; Bennett and Leitch, 2005; 
Hendrix and Stewart, 2005; Price et al., 2005; Ammiraju et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2007; 
Bennett and Leitch, 2011; Michael, 2014). For example, Arabidopsis thaliana has a genome 
size of ~135 Mbp (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) whereas the genome size of Allium 
cepa is ~16,000 Mbp (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991; Ricroch et al., 2005). The most 
extreme known plant genome sizes are 61 Mbp for Genlisea tuberosa (Fleischmann et al., 2014) 
and 150,000 Mbp for Paris japonica (Pellicer et al., 2010) – nearly a 2,500-fold difference. 
What mechanisms explain the vast difference in genome sizes in eukaryotes - sometimes with 
order-of-magnitude changes even within a single genus? It is believed that genome size is 
affected by several factors, including polyploidization, transposable element (TE) proliferation 
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and deletion, and other types of sequence insertions and deletions (Vicient et al., 1999; 
Rabinowicz, 2000; Petrov, 2001; Bennetzen, 2002; Devos et al., 2002; Vitte and Panaud, 2003; 
Ma et al., 2004; Adams and Wendel, 2005; Bennetzen et al., 2005; Vitte and Panaud, 2005; 
Hawkins et al., 2006; Neumann et al., 2006; Piegu et al., 2006; Grover and Wendel, 2010; 
Chenais et al., 2012; Michael, 2014; Soltis et al., 2015). Genomic rearrangements, including 
inversions, translocations, fusions and fissions, can change the chromosomal architecture 
dramatically. They are common during the evolution of plants, and plant genomes have 
generally experienced more rapid chromosomal architecture changes than mammalian 
genomes (Salse et al., 2009). Do genomic rearrangements have effects on genome size 
evolution in plants? If they do, what is the pattern of genome size changes after the 
rearrangements? What are the primary drivers behind the changes? 
Previous analyses of Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata have shown that 
genomic rearrangements are associated with genome shrinkage in A. thaliana (Hu et al., 2011). 
However, it is not known what mechanisms are responsible for genome size changes following 
genomic rearrangements. The genome assemblies of two wild ancestors of cultivated peanut, 
Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis, which separated from each other about 2 million 
years ago, provide useful models of genomic evolution. Several large inversions occurred since 
the divergence of these species, and they also differ substantially in genome size (Bertioli et 
al., 2016). This provides an opportunity to examine genomic changes in both inverted and non-
inverted regions, and in chromosomes with and without inversions. 
Arabidopsis thaliana, Arabidopsis lyrata, Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis, are 
all diploid species, so they don’t provide information about what kinds of genomic changes 
occur following polyploidy. Do the patterns of genomic change remain the same after a 
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polyploidization event? Do the extra homeologous chromosomes in polyploids make a 
difference in the genome size change process? Are there differences in the type or pace of 
genomic changes in the early stages of the genome size change process? 
Cultivated peanut (Arachis hypogaea L.), also known as groundnut, is an allotetraploid 
(AABB, 2n=4x=40) derived from a recent hybridization event between two Arachis diploid 
species, followed by polyploidization (Kochert et al., 1991; Halward et al., 1992; Kochert et 
al., 1996; Cuc et al., 2008; Moretzsohn et al., 2013). Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis 
are most likely the donors of the A and B subgenomes, respectively (Kochert et al., 1996; 
Ramos et al., 2006; Seijo et al., 2007; Robledo et al., 2009; Robledo and Seijo, 2010; Grabiele 
et al., 2012; Moretzsohn et al., 2013). Two new inversions were observed in the dot-plot 
comparison between the two subgenomes of tetraploid peanut, and also between tetraploid 
peanut and its diploid ancestors. Evidence indicates that those inversions observed actually 
occurred in tetraploid peanut after polyploidization. The availability of high-quality genome 
assemblies for both tetraploid peanut and its diploid ancestors provides an opportunity to 
examine the genomic changes following genomic rearrangements after polyploidization. 
Ancestral Genome Reconstruction 
With a rapidly increasing number of reference genome assemblies becoming available 
for both model species and crops, it is possible to begin tracing the evolutionary histories of 
those genomes. Knowing the evolutionary history of an existing genome is aided by knowledge 
of the genome in its ancestral state and finding out what mechanisms (e.g. duplication, 
translocation, fusions, fissions) have shaped the ancestral genome into its current form. Plant 
species have undergone a series of whole genome duplications, segmental duplications, gene 
duplications, polyploidization, diploidization and rearrangement events (inversions, 
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translocations, fusions, fissions), which generally makes ancestral genome reconstruction in 
plants more challenging than for animals. 
The legumes (Leguminosae) are the third largest family in flowering plants and are 
tremendously diverse (Doyle and Luckow, 2003; Lewis et al., 2005). The papilionoid legumes 
share a Whole Genome Duplication (WGD) event, and some legume genera have undergone 
additional WGDs (Schlueter et al., 2004; Pfeil et al., 2005; Cannon et al., 2006; Bertioli et al., 
2009; Schmutz et al., 2010; Cannon et al., 2015). These duplication histories complicate the 
reconstruct of the ancestral genome for this large group of species. Algorithms have been 
developed to reconstruct the ancestral genome from various types of markers (e.g. conserved 
intervals, genes, syntenic blocks) for a set of related species (Bourque and Pevzner, 2002; 
Bergeron et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2006; Nakatani et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2008; Alekseyev and 
Pevzner, 2009; Salse et al., 2009; Ma, 2010; Ouangraoua et al., 2011; Gagnon et al., 2012; Hu 
et al., 2014). However, most of those algorithms are not suitable for reconstructing the 
ancestral genome for a relatively large number of legume species, either due to excessive 
runtimes or due to the inability to handle duplications. The MLGO (Maximum Likelihood for 
Gene-Order Analysis) software tool (Hu et al., 2014) is able to infer gene order for ancestral 
genomes from gene-order data, accommodating not only rearrangements but also insertions, 
deletions, and duplications. Additionally, MLGO can handle large-scale genomes in a 
reasonable amount of time, which enables reconstructions for a large number of complex 
genomes. 
In this study, we use MLGO to reconstruct the ancestral genomes from syntenic block 
data for selected legume species: Arachis duranensis, Arachis ipaensis, Cajanus cajan, 
Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris, Vigna radiata, Lotus japonicus, Medicago truncatula, and 
5 
Cicer arietinum. Then, having inferred the gene order of a putative ancestral genome, we try 
to recover the chromosomal evolutionary histories of these legume species, and evaluate these 
results with respect to the chromosome counts and species phylogeny for the papilionoid 
legumes. 
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CHAPTER 2.    A MECHANISM FOR GENOME SIZE REDUCTION FOLLOWING 
GENOMIC REARRANGEMENTS 
Modified from a manuscript published in Frontiers in Genetics 
 
Longhui Ren, Wei Huang, Ethalinda K. S. Cannon, David J. Bertioli, Steven B. Cannon 
 
Authors’ Contribution 
SC and DB developed the idea and the model. LR performed most of the analysis. SC 
generated the dot-plots. EC generated the chromosome view of gene densities and 
recombination rates. WH calculated the synteny between Ad and Ai. LR and SC wrote and 
edited the manuscript. 
 
Abstract 
The factors behind genome size evolution have been of great interest, considering that 
eukaryotic genomes vary in size by more than three orders of magnitude. Using a model of 
two wild peanut relatives, Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis, in which one genome 
experienced large rearrangements, we find that the main determinant in genome size reduction 
is a set of inversions that occurred in A. duranensis, and subsequent net sequence removal in 
the inverted regions. We observe a general pattern in which sequence is lost more rapidly at 
newly distal (telomeric) regions than it is gained at newly proximal (pericentromeric) regions 
– resulting in net sequence loss in the inverted regions. The major driver of this process is 
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recombination, determined by the chromosomal location. Any type of genomic rearrangement 
that exposes proximal regions to higher recombination rates can cause genome size reduction 
by this mechanism. In comparisons between A. duranensis and A. ipaensis, we find that the 
inversions all occurred in A. duranensis. Sequence loss in those regions was primarily due to 
removal of transposable elements. Illegitimate recombination is likely the major mechanism 
responsible for the sequence removal, rather than unequal intrastrand recombination. We also 
measure the relative rate of genome size reduction in these two Arachis diploids. We also test 
our model in other plant species and find that it applies in all cases examined, suggesting our 
model is widely applicable. 
Introduction 
Genome size varies extensively in eukaryotes, and the variation is still tremendous 
when we only look at plants (Ohri, 1998; Bennett et al., 2000; Bennett and Leitch, 2005; 
Hendrix and Stewart, 2005; Price et al., 2005; Ammiraju et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2007; 
Bennett and Leitch, 2011; Michael, 2014). For example, Arabidopsis thaliana has a genome 
size of ~135 Mbp (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) whereas the genome size of Allium 
cepa is ~16,000 Mbp (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991; Ricroch et al., 2005). The most 
extreme known plant genome sizes are 61 Mbp for Genlisea tuberosa (Fleischmann et al., 2014) 
and 150,000 Mbp for Paris japonica (Pellicer et al., 2010) – a 2,459-fold difference. What 
mechanisms explain the vast difference in genome sizes in eukaryotes - sometimes with order-
of-magnitude changes even within a single genus? It is believed that genome size is affected 
by several factors, including polyploidization, transposable element (TE) proliferation and 
deletion, and other types of sequence insertions and deletions (Vicient et al., 1999; Rabinowicz, 
2000; Petrov, 2001; Bennetzen, 2002; Devos et al., 2002; Vitte and Panaud, 2003; Ma et al., 
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2004; Adams and Wendel, 2005; Bennetzen et al., 2005; Vitte and Panaud, 2005; Hawkins et 
al., 2006; Neumann et al., 2006; Piegu et al., 2006; Grover and Wendel, 2010; Chenais et al., 
2012; Michael, 2014; Soltis et al., 2015). Genomic rearrangements, including inversions, 
translocations, fusions and fissions, can change the chromosomal architecture dramatically. 
They are common during the evolution of plants, and plant genomes have generally 
experienced more rapid chromosomal architecture changes than mammalian genomes (Salse 
et al., 2009). Do genomic rearrangements have effects on genome size evolution in plants? If 
they do, what is the pattern of genome size changes after the rearrangements? What are the 
primary drivers behind the changes? 
Previous analyses of Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata have shown that 
genomic rearrangements are associated with genome shrinkage in A. thaliana (Hu et al., 2011). 
However, it is not known what mechanisms are responsible for genome size changes following 
genomic rearrangements. The genome assemblies of two wild ancestors of cultivated peanut, 
Arachis duranensis (Ad) and Arachis ipaensis (Ai), which separated from each other about 2 
million years ago, provide useful models of genomic evolution. Several large inversions 
occurred since the divergence of these species, and they also differ substantially in genome 
size (Bertioli et al., 2016). This provides an opportunity to examine genomic changes in both 
inverted and non-inverted regions, and in chromosomes with and without inversions. 
We propose a model for genome size changes related to genomic rearrangements, and 
investigate the underlying mechanism in these two Arachis diploids. We also test the model 
and mechanisms in other closely related plant genomes to determine whether these 
mechanisms are widespread in plant genomes. This research provides new insights into the 
relationship between genomic rearrangements and genome size evolution in plants. 
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Results 
Inversions occurred in Arachis duranensis after speciation with Arachis ipaensis. 
Several inversions are evident between Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis (Fig. 
2.1) (Bertioli et al., 2016), but we wished to determine the species in which inversions occurred. 
This could, in principle, be accomplished by comparing the synteny plots between the two 
species involved and a third species. However, the other sequenced legume genomes (e.g. 
Glycine max (soybean), Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean), or Medicago truncatula (barrel 
medic)) are all separated from Ai and Ad by ~58 million years (Lavin et al., 2005) – a 
sufficiently long separation that dot-plot comparisons don’t definitively show which of the 
Arachis species had any particular inversion. However, a collection of circumstantial evidence 
supports that the genomic rearrangements occurred in Ad rather than in Ai. The key evidence 
is in disrupted gene density gradients, coincident with inversion breakpoints.  
For all Ai chromosomes, there is a gene density gradient, rising smoothly from low 
densities at chromosome centers to high density near the telomeres, giving a U-shaped density 
plot (Fig. 2.2). This U-shaped density plot is also present in about half of the Ad chromosomes, 
but this pattern is disrupted in chromosomes showing an inversion between Ai and Ad – and 
critically, the pattern is disrupted only in the Ad chromosomes (Fig. 2.2). The unusual 
distributions of gene density in the inverted regions in Ad are also evident in the gene density 
differences between the two Arachis species (Fig. A1). The unusual density differences evident 
between Ad and Ai and coincident with regions with inversions between the two genomes, are 
consistent with Ai having the ancestral state (relative to the progenitor of the two species), and 
all inversions occurring in Ad. The genome size of Ad is smaller than that of Ai, and the 
chromosomal differences are greatest for chromosomes with inversions (Table 2.1). 
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Chromosome pair 7 and 8 also have large size differences because several complex genomic 
rearrangements have occurred in and between these two chromosome pairs (Fig. 2.3) (Bertioli 
et al., 2016). 
Model of genome size reduction. 
A model to explain the relationship between inversions and genome size changes was 
suggested in Bertioli et al. (2016) (Fig. 2.4). In this paper, we flesh out that model by examining 
potential of sequence loss and gain mechanisms, and test the predictions in other species. The 
model, illustrated with Ai and Ad, is as follows. Immediately following divergence of these 
two species, they would have shared the same gradients for gene and repetitive DNA, with 
higher gene density (lower density of repetitive DNA) at distal (telomeric) regions and lower 
gene density (higher density of repetitive DNA) at proximal (pericentromeric) regions (Fig. 
2.4a). Inversions in Ad chromosomes flipped these gradients by making distal (telomeric) 
regions proximal (pericentromeric) region, or vice versa (Fig. 2.4a, 2.4b). When a formerly 
proximal (pericentromeric) region became distal (telomeric) after an inversion, then it was 
exposed to higher recombination rates, which quickly squeezed out transposable elements 
enriched in what had been a proximal (pericentromeric) region (Fig. 2.4b, 2.4c). At the same 
time, the formerly distal region moved inside (proximal/pericentromeric), where it slowly 
accumulates transposable elements, due to lower recombination rates in the proximal 
(pericentromeric) environment (Fig. 2.4b, 2.4c). The process of transposable element removal 
in the newly distal/telomeric regions is much faster than the process of transposable element 
accumulation in the center, which leads to the net size reduction of the inverted region in Ad. 
These two processes affected the gradients of gene and repetitive DNA simultaneously over 
time and re-shaped the plot in the inverted region between these two species into a 
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characteristic arc (Fig. 2.4c). The synteny plot in the inverted region between two Arachis 
species shows the pattern predicted by the model (Fig. 2.4d). This similarity suggests that this 
model of genome size reduction is reasonable, but empirical details are needed in order to 
determine mechanics: what types of sequences are removed from distal/telomeric regions? 
What is added in proximal/pericentromeric regions? At what relative rates? 
Changes in size ratio of syntenic blocks. 
In our model of genome size reduction, there is a particular pattern of genome size 
changes after an inversion: not only do the inverted regions become smaller, but they do so 
following a distance-dependent gradient. We measure amounts of sequence loss or gain by 
examining syntenic blocks across the large inversions between Ad and Ai. For the five major 
inversions, syntenic blocks in the newly distal (telomeric) regions in Ad are smaller than 
corresponding syntenic blocks in the proximal regions in Ai, whereas syntenic blocks in the 
proximal regions in Ad are larger than corresponding syntenic blocks in the distal regions in 
Ai (Fig. 2.5). The distance-dependent gradients in the inverted regions are made evident by the 
increase in size ratios of syntenic blocks from the proximal end to the distal end in Ad (Fig. 
2.5, Table A1-A10). Additionally, most of those syntenic blocks inside the inverted regions 
are smaller in Ad, and only syntenic blocks at the very end of the newly proximal 
(pericentromeric) regions are larger in Ad (Fig. 2.5). The overall size ratios of syntenic blocks 
(Ai/Ad) for inverted and non-inverted regions are 1.40 and 1.06, respectively, which 
demonstrates that the inverted regions are smaller in Ad while the non-inverted regions have 
remained approximately the same size in these two Arachis species. 
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Transposable elements and local gene duplication. 
We examined transposable elements (TEs) in the genomes of these two Arachis species 
in order to better understand the nature of changes following large inversions. For 
chromosomes with inversions, the ratios of TE numbers in corresponding syntenic blocks are 
highly correlated with the size ratios of those syntenic blocks, with average R2 of 0.94 across 
all blocks; whereas the correlation between the gene number ratios of corresponding syntenic 
blocks and the size ratios of those syntenic blocks are weak, with average R2 of 0.21 across all 
blocks (Fig. 2.6, Table A11). This confirms that the change in TE content is the major reason 
for genome size reduction in the inverted regions. Besides the change in numbers, the TE 
composition was also altered in the inverted regions. Most TE components in Ai and Ad show 
similar patterns in inverted and non-inverted regions, although LTR elements show dramatic 
differences (Fig. 2.7, Table 2.2). Additionally, the ratios of local gene duplications (Ai/Ad) are 
1.50 and 1.27 for inverted and non-inverted regions, respectively, suggesting that changes in 
local gene duplications and losses also contributes to the genome size reduction after the 
inversion. 
Length and components of unaligned sequences. 
To further understand the process of genome size reduction in the inverted regions, we 
examined a large inverted region on chromosome 1, focusing on two genomic fractions: 
alignable and unalignable sequence (the latter comprised of sequences between aligned 
sequence in the syntenic region). There is no obvious difference in the total length between 
two Arachis species for unaligned sequences shorter than 1,000 bp. However, the total length 
of unaligned sequences starts to show large differences in those sequences longer than 1,000 
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bp (Fig. 2.8), suggesting that those long unaligned sequences are the main causes for the 
genome size reduction in the inverted regions. The count of short unaligned sequences in the 
two species is roughly equal (34,339 and 33,333 shorter than 1,000bp in Ai and Ad, respectively) 
(Fig. 2.8, Fig. A2). In contrast, the number of long unaligned sequences differs between the 
two species and significantly contributes to the size difference of the two Arachis species (Fig. 
2.8, Fig. A2). The unaligned sequences in two Arachis diploids not only differ in numbers and 
lengths, but also show differences in genomic components. There are more TEs in unaligned 
sequences of Ai comparing to that of Ad, especially the LTR elements holding the largest 
difference, while other genomic components appear to be relatively the same between two 
Arachis species (Fig. 2.9). This observation is consistent with the above-mentioned inference 
that the LTR elements are the major component contributing to the genome size reduction in 
inverted regions. Furthermore, the percentages of genomic components remain almost the 
same between two Arachis species for shorter (< 1,000 bp) unaligned sequences, but start to 
deviate for longer (≥ 1,000 bp) unaligned sequences (Fig. 2.9). These results together lead to 
the conclusion that the genome size reduction in the inverted regions is mainly caused by the 
changes of TEs, especially LTR elements, in those longer unaligned sequences. 
Recombination rate distribution in Ad. 
In our model of genome size reduction, locationally-dependent recombination is the 
major driver behind this process, promoting the net removal of transposable elements where 
recombination rates are highest. The model requires the recombination rate to be higher in the 
distal regions than the proximal regions – in other words, that chromosomal location is the 
independent driver of sequence change, affecting recombination rates, and therefore rates of 
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sequence loss in high-recombination distal locations. Size reduction following a large 
inversion is not due to some characteristic intrinsic to the sequence; rather, the chromosomal 
location is most important. This pattern of location changing recombination rates following a 
large inversion is evident in genetic distances of markers in Ad from previous research (Nagy 
et al., 2012), displayed across all Ad chromosomes (Fig. 2.2). In the non-inverted regions, the 
genetic distances increase rapidly in the distal region while remaining stable in the proximal 
region, indicating that the recombination rate is indeed much higher in the distal region than 
that of the proximal region (Fig. 2.2). Most importantly, in the inverted regions, the former 
proximal regions, which likely had low recombination rate before the inversion, now have high 
recombination rate after moving into distal environments (Fig. 2.2). In contrast, the formerly 
distal regions, which likely had high recombination rates before the inversion, now have low 
recombination rate after moving into proximal environments (Fig. 2.2). 
Underlying mechanisms of genome size reduction. 
We reason that a mechanism for size reduction in inverted regions should involve 
recombination to remove transposable elements – especially LTR elements, which comprise 
the largest source of difference in inverted regions. Unequal intrastrand recombination and 
illegitimate recombination have been shown to cause deletions and to reduce genome growth 
(Bennetzen, 2002; Devos et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2004; Bennetzen et al., 2005; Grover and 
Wendel, 2010). Unequal intrastrand recombination occurs between adjacent direct repeats and 
requires large regions of homology, whereas illegitimate recombination can result from several 
different mechanisms without the requirement of large regions of homology (Bennetzen, 2002). 
The direct long terminal repeats at the two ends of LTR elements make them perfect targets 
for unequal intrastrand recombination, and various types of deletion could happen within and 
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between LTR elements (Devos et al., 2002). Solo LTRs are the direct results from some types 
of deletions caused by unequal intrastrand recombination as demonstrated in Devos et al. 
(2002), and they provide evidence of the occurrence of unequal intrastrand recombination. 
Indeed, solo LTRs do exist in both two genomes, Ai and Ad, with the ratios of LTR elements 
to intact LTR retrotransposons being greater than 2 in inverted regions (Table 2.3). However, 
the ratios of LTR elements to intact LTR retrotransposons in the inverted regions in Ad are not 
consistently greater than in the corresponding regions in Ai, and those ratios are quite similar 
between two species – suggesting that unequal intrastrand recombination doesn’t account for 
the majority of genome size reduction in those inverted regions in Ad (Table 2.3). Because 
occurrence of unequal intrastrand recombination requires homology and illegitimate 
recombination does not, we can examine the unaligned sequences discussed earlier, to help 
categorized deletions possibly caused by illegitimate recombination and unequal intrastrand 
recombination. Since homologous sequences of at least 50 bp in length are sufficient for 
homologous recombination (including unequal intrastrand recombination) in yeast (Sugawara 
and Haber, 1992), we excluded those repeats shorter than 50 bp in the analysis of flanking 
repeats. Out of 1903 unaligned sequences longer than 1000 bp in Ai, 83 (4.36%) have two 
identical repeats (match to the same repeat in RepeatMasker) in the same direction at the two 
ends of the unaligned sequence, indicating that these unaligned sequences are possibly 
deletions in Ad caused by unequal intrastrand recombination. 195 out of 1903 (10.25%) 
unaligned sequences have two similar repeats (match to repeats from the same class/family in 
RepeatMasker) in the same direction at the two ends, which still leaves a large portion of 
unaligned sequences unexplained. For the total length of unaligned sequences longer than 1000 
bp in Ai, 2.29% are covered by paired identical repeats and 10.66% are covered by paired 
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similar repeats - in both cases, with the repeats being in the same direction at the two ends. 
These results together demonstrate that unequal intrastrand recombination is not the major 
mechanism behind the genome size reduction in the inverted regions in Ad – suggesting that 
illegitimate recombination is the dominant factor. 
Relative rate of size reduction in inverted regions. 
The inversions and the following genome size changes observed between Ai and Ad 
provide an unusual opportunity to investigate the rate of size reduction after the inversion. 
Because deletions, insertions, duplications and other kinds of processes affecting the genome 
size took place simultaneously during the evolution, the rate of size reduction measured here 
is the net rate without distinguishing the effects of different processes. Assuming all the 
inversions occurred immediately after the divergence of the two Arachis species, the inversions 
would have occurred about 2.16 million years ago, based on estimated divergence estimates in 
Bertioli et al. (2016). The inverted regions have decreased to 84 Mbp in Ad, relative to 129 
Mbp for those regions in Ai, in 2.16 million years. With the assumption of one generation per 
year, the relative rate of size reduction of inverted regions is 2.0 x 10-5 bp per 100 base pairs 
per generation. In other words, the inverted regions in Ad lost approximately 26 bases every 
generation in that 129 Mbp assuming one generation per year. Although both of the two 
Arachis species are annual in their native environment (Krapovickas et al., 2007; Samoluk et 
al., 2015), the generation rate may be less than yearly considering several environmental 
factors. One generation every two years would double the rate of size reduction to 4.0 x 10-5 
bp per 100 base pairs per generation. The relative rates of size reduction are not identical for 
all those inversions. The longest inversion (on chromosome 5) has the highest rate, at 2.6 x 10-
5 bp per 100 base pairs per generation, and the shortest inversion (on chromosome 9) has the 
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lowest rate, at 1.5 x 10-5 bp per 100 base pairs per generation, assuming one generation per 
year. This suggests that larger inversions lead to larger changes in recombination rates after 
the inversion, and more rapid size reduction in the inverted region. It is possible, and most 
likely, that not all inversions occurred right after the divergence of the two Arachis species, 
and this would make the relative rate of reduction even higher for those younger inversions. It 
is also possible that sequence removal was uneven and the losses may have occurred most 
rapidly in the early generations. 
Tests of the model in other species. 
The model of genome size reduction discussed above was suggested based on the 
observations and studies between two species: Ai and Ad. Are similar mechanisms at play in 
other plant species? To test our model, we looked for instances of clear inversions between 
two species, where it was possible to determine the ancestral genomic orientations (and the 
affected species of the inversion) by comparisons with genomes from other related species. An 
inversion is found between Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean) chromosome 8 and Vigna 
radiata (mung bean) chromosome 6, and the comparison between Glycine max (soybean) and 
Vigna radiata indicates that the inversion likely happened in Phaseolus vulgaris (Fig. A3a, 
A3b). In the inverted region, size ratios of syntenic blocks follow the pattern predicted by our 
model of genome size reduction, with formerly proximal region getting smaller after becoming 
distal, and the formerly distal region getting larger after becoming proximal (Fig. A3c). 
Another inversion is evident between Sorghum bicolor (sorghum) chromosome 4 and Setaria 
italica (foxtail millet) chromosome 1; and a comparison between Brachypodium distachyon 
(purple false brome) and Sorghum bicolor suggests that the inversion occurred in Setaria 
italica (Fig. A4a, A4b). Again, size ratios of syntenic blocks in the inverted region show the 
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same pattern as our model of genome size reduction (Fig. A4c). There is also a larger inversion 
between Zea mays (maize) chromosome 3 and Sorghum bicolor chromosome 3, and 
comparison with Brachypodium distachyon suggests that the inversion took place in Zea mays 
(Fig. A5a, A5b). However, in this case, almost every syntenic block in Zea mays is larger than 
the corresponding syntenic block in Sorghum bicolor. We speculate that this is due to the 
highly proliferated transposable elements throughout the Zea mays genome (Schnable et al., 
2009). This explanation is supported by the fact that size ratios of syntenic blocks in newly 
distal region (formerly proximal) are smaller than the size ratios of syntenic blocks in newly 
proximal region (formerly distal) – indicating that the mechanism of genome size reduction 
we proposed still plays an important role in this situation (Fig. A6). These results demonstrate 
that the model of genome size reduction applies to not only the two Arachis species but also 
other plant species. 
Generalization to other types of genomic rearrangements. 
We show that large inversions have the ability to cause substantial sequence loss in the 
inverted region due to the exposure of formerly proximal (pericentromeric) region to high 
recombination rate as they move into distal (telomeric) environments. However, inversions are 
probably not the only type of genomic rearrangement which can cause genome size reduction 
in affected regions. Other types of genomic rearrangement such as translocations and 
chromosome breakages, which also expose proximal regions to high recombination rates, can 
also lead to genome size reductions in the affected regions. Chromosomes 7 and 8 in these two 
Arachis species have experienced several genomic rearrangements (Fig. 2.3). Studies have 
shown that the small pair of “A” chromosomes (pseudomolecule Aradu.A08 = cytogenetic 
A09) is a characteristic derived state of the A-genome species (Krapovickas et al., 2007; 
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Robledo et al., 2009; Moretzsohn et al., 2013; Bertioli et al., 2016). We maintain that the Ai 
chromosomes have retained the ancestral state, with normal distribution of gene densities (Fig. 
2.2), while in Ad, chromosomes 7 and 8 broke into nine pieces and recombined to form two 
reconstituted chromosomes 7 and 8 – which subsequently shrank two-fold overall 
((Ad07+Ad08)/(Ai07+Ai08)=0.50), due to exposure of formerly proximal material to a new 
distal environment following the rearrangements. In the model in Fig. 2.3, the second segment 
in light green on B08 got smaller after becoming distal in A07. The second segment in light 
blue on B07 also got smaller after becoming more distal in A07 (comparing the relative 
position on the chromosome) (Fig. 2.3). Other regions retained their respective genomic 
positions (distal or proximal), and accordingly, remained approximately the same sizes in Ai 
and Ad. These more static regions include the orange and dark green segments in Fig. 2.3, 
which are distal in both Ai and Ad. 
Discussion 
Our study shows that the inversions occurring in Ad after speciation with Ai led to 
subsequent genome size reduction through the net genomic sequence loss in inverted regions. 
TEs are the main sources of sequence loss in the inverted regions in Ad. Illegitimate 
recombination is likely the primary mechanism causing the sequence deletions rather than 
unequal intrastrand recombination. The net sequence loss is due to more rapid sequence losses 
at the newly distal end, compared with much slower sequence gains at the newly proximal end. 
This means that the locational difference in sequence losses and gains is mainly responsible 
for the genome size reduction. Our results indicate that the chromosomal location determines 
the recombination rate, which is the major driver behind the sequence loss processes. Thus, 
relocating a genomic segment to a different chromosomal environment changes the landscape 
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of recombination, which then affects the sequence losses and gains within that genomic 
segment. 
Our results indicate that only a small proportion of the deletions in Ad can be attributed 
to unequal intrastrand recombination, with most of the remaining deletions likely being due to 
illegitimate recombination. This observation is consistent with the previous studies in 
Arabidopsis and rice showing that illegitimate recombination is the primary mechanism 
responsible for DNA removal (Devos et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2004). Although there is a 
dramatic removal of LTR retrotransposons in the inverted regions in Ad, it is not because those 
LTR retrotransposons serve as the homologous regions initiating unequal intrastrand 
recombination. It is possibly due to the DNA content removal in LTR retrotransposon enriched 
intergenic regions, since removing DNA content from intragenic regions is more likely to have 
deleterious effects and not able to survive the natural selection. 
A remaining question about this genome size reduction process is to what extent 
selection plays a role in the process. Our model of genome size reduction doesn’t require 
selection, but it is possible that selection pressure has an effect on the process. If there is 
selective benefit to a smaller genome, size reductions would be favored for fixation in a 
population. Studies have shown that several physiological and ecological traits are associated 
with genome size (Sparrow and Miksche, 1961; Ceccarelli et al., 1993; Wakamiya et al., 1993; 
Greilhuber and Obermayer, 1997; Chung et al., 1998; Beaulieu et al., 2007; Samoluk et al., 
2015). However, it is still not established whether the natural selection generally favors or acts 
against a smaller genome (Bennetzen, 2002). Although both unequal intrastrand recombination 
and illegitimate recombination don’t need selection pressure to remove DNA content, there are 
mechanisms such as unequal interstrand recombination that require selection to remove DNA 
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content. Unequal interstrand recombination will generate reciprocal deletion and insertion on 
the two strands, and selection influences whether the deletion or the insertion is retained. It is 
hard to tell whether selection plays an important role in the genome size reduction based on 
the data in this study. Resequencing data from a population would help us understand this 
question better by looking at the frequency of deletion polymorphisms in the population. 
The inversions occurring in one of the two sequenced Arachis diploid species provide 
a valuable opportunity to observe and measure the effects of genomic rearrangements on 
genome size evolution. The results indicate that the recombinational rates, determined by 
chromosomal location, are the major driver promoting the sequence removal in the inverted 
regions. Further, sequence removal is a more potent process in large inversions than TE 
insertion (at least on the timescale of several million years), leading to the size reduction of the 
inverted regions. In fact, any type of genomic rearrangement that exposes proximal regions to 
higher recombination rates (e.g. breakage or translocation) are also able to cause the genome 
size reduction. This model of genome size reduction is general. We observe the model to hold 
not only in Arachis species, where we first noticed the pattern, but in several other plant 
genomes (monocot and dicot) tested in this paper. Indeed, the model should hold for any 
genome in which the following conditions are present: higher rates of recombination near 
chromosome ends, abundant non-genic material available for removal following genomic 
rearrangements, and ongoing transposon activity to gradually build up transposon densities in 
proximal/pericentromeric regions. 
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Materials and Methods 
Genome assembly and annotation access 
Genome assemblies and annotations used in this study are publicly available online. 
Genome assemblies and annotations of Ai and Ad are available on PeanutBase 
(https://peanutbase.org/) website. Genome assembly and annotation of Vigna radiata is 
available on Legume Information System website (https://legumeinfor.org/). Genome 
assemblies and annotations of Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris, Sorghum bicolor, Setaria 
italica, Brachypodium distachyon, and Zea mays are available from PhytozomeV10 
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). 
Dot-plot visualization of synteny 
Dot-plot comparisons between Ai and Ad were made using mummer and mummerplot 
from the MUMmer suite of alignment tools (Kurtz et al., 2004). Dot-plot comparisons between 
other species pairs in the validation part were generated using DAGchainer and Java package 
XY-plot included in DAGchainer (Haas et al., 2004). 
Gene density difference calculation 
Gene density difference was calculated by first dividing each chromosome into 500 
partitions equally in both two Arachis species, then every partition in one genome has a 
corresponding partition in the other genome and they form a pair. The average number of genes 
in 100 kb was calculated as the gene density in each partition. The gene density difference was 
calculated by subtracting the gene density of Ad from that of Ai for each pair of partitions. 
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Syntenic blocks and size ratio calculation 
For Ai and Ad, and also for species pairs in the validation part, the peptide sequences 
were used to perform the synteny analysis. BLAST was used to perform the search for 
homologous sequence pairs within each of those species pairs with e value ≤ 1 x 10-10 
(Camacho et al., 2009). After getting the blast result, the top hit of each query sequence was 
selected. Synteny was calculated for each of those species pairs using DAGchainer (Haas et 
al., 2004). Syntenic blocks resulted from the DAGchainer were manually checked, and small 
overlapping or misplacing syntenic blocks were removed. Size ratios of syntenic blocks 
between Ai and Ad were calculated with by dividing the size of syntenic block in Ai by the size 
of corresponding syntenic block in Ad. The overall size ratios of syntenic blocks in inverted 
and non-inverted regions were calculated by excluding chromosome 7 and 8. Size ratios of 
syntenic blocks in the validation part were calculated using these comparisons: Vigna 
radiata/Phaseolus vulgaris, Sorghum bicolor/Setaria italica and Sorghum bicolor/Zea mays. 
Transposable elements identification 
Transposable elements were identified for Ai and Ad using RepeatMasker 
(http://www.repeatmasker.org/). The database used to identify transposable elements is the 
combination of Repbase (version 20150807) and Arachis repeat libraries (mobile-elements-
BB051914.fa and mobile-elements-AA051914.fa) which are available at PeanutBase. The 
number of transposable elements was counted for each of the syntenic blocks in the two 
Arachis species, in order to calculate the ratio of transposable element numbers between 
corresponding syntenic blocks. Transposable elements identified were categorized into 
different components based on the result from RepeatMasker. The transposable element 
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components of inverted and non-inverted regions were counted by excluding chromosome 7 
and 8. 
Local gene duplication identification 
The protein sequences of pre-calculated gene families in angiosperms were 
downloaded from PhytozomeV10. For each gene family, multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) 
were generated using Muscle (Edgar, 2004). Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were built from 
the alignment of each gene family and were used to search against the protein sequences of Ai 
and Ad respectively using HMMER (Eddy, 1998). Genes in two Arachis species were assigned 
to gene families based on their best hits. Local gene duplication was defined as genes from the 
same gene family within 10 successive genes, and it was calculated by sliding window method 
with a window size of 10 genes and a step of 1 gene. Locally duplicated gene was recorded for 
each window and was used to count the number of local gene duplications. With the exclusion 
of chromosome 7 and 8, the total number of local gene duplications in inverted and non-
inverted regions was counted in two Arachis species, and the ratio of local gene duplications 
was calculated based on that. 
Sequence alignment and characterization 
The inversion at the end of chromosome 1 of Ai and Ad was chosen to perform the 
sequence alignment. The sequence alignment was built on the DNA sequences of the chosen 
inversion using MAUVE (Darling et al., 2010). The alignment was build built using default 
parameters in MAUVE, except for setting min LCB weight as 30. Unaligned sequences, which 
are gaps in the alignment, were extracted from the result of MAUVE. The total length of 
unaligned sequences in length intervals was calculated by taking the sum of all unaligned 
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sequences in a specific length interval. Transposable elements identified earlier were used to 
perform the genomic component analysis for all unaligned sequences and unaligned sequences 
in length intervals. Repeats of at least 50 bp in length located within 100 base pairs of the start 
or end point of unaligned sequences were identified as flanking repeats. 
Gene density and recombination rate distribution 
Gene density distributions of Ai and Ad were generated using CViT (Cannon and 
Cannon, 2011). Recombination rate distribution of Ad was visualized by drawing genetic 
distances of markers from previous research (Nagy et al., 2012) along the chromosome using 
CViT. 
Intact and solo LTRs identification 
LTR retrotransposons were identified from the two genomes of Ai and Ad using 
LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang, 2007). DNA sequences of 5’LTR and 3’LTR of those LTR 
retrotransposons were extracted and used as query sequences. Blast search of these query 
sequences against the whole genome sequence was performed in Ai and Ad, respectively. The 
blast results were filtered with full-length coverage of query sequences and 100% sequence 
identity. We have experimented with various sequence identity criteria (100%, 95% and 90% 
sequence identity), and they all show a similar pattern. We chose to present the result under 
the most stringent criterion. The result from the LTR_FINDER was treated as intact LTR 
retrotransposons. The filtered blast hits were counted as solo LTRs. 
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Relative rate of size reduction calculation 
The relative rate of size reduction was calculated using the formula: 
𝑥 = 1 − 𝑏 𝑎' ×100 
a: length of inverted region in Ai; b: length of inverted region in Ad; n: number of 
generations after the inversion occurred; x: relative rate of size reduction per 100 base pairs 
per generation. The lengths of inverted regions in two Arachis species were determined by the 
synteny calculated earlier between these two species. 
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Figure 2.1 Dot-plot comparisons of chromosomes between Ai and Ad reveal 5 inversions. X-
axis represents chromosomal position in Ai, and y-axis represents chromosomal position in Ad. 
Chromosomes in Ad are named as A01, A02, etc., and chromosomes in Ai are named as B01, 
B02, etc. Forward matches are shown in red, while reverse matches are shown in blue. (A) 
Dot-plot comparison of chromosome B01 and A01, blue arc indicates inversion between two 
genomes. (B) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome B05 and A05, blue arc indicates inversion 
between two genomes. (C) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome B06 and A06, blue arc 
indicates inversion between two genomes. (D) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome B09 and 
A09, blue arc indicates inversion between two genomes. Chromosomal pseudomolecules were 
given numbers corresponding to genetic linkage maps in Bertioli et al. (2016), which mostly 
do not have known correspondences with cytogenetic chromosome assignments. 
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Figure 2.2 Gene density distribution and genetic distances along the chromosome. Each gray 
bar represents a chromosome, and gene densities are represented by blue bars. The ruler on the 
left side indicates the chromosomal position. (A) Gene density distribution and genetic 
distances of Ad. Genetic distance is shown in red dots, and the distance from the grey bar to 
the red dot indicates the value of the genetic distance. Inverted regions are highlighted by red 
rectangles. (B) Gene density distribution of Ai. Regions in Ai which correspond to the inverted 
regions in Ad are highlighted by red rectangles. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram showing the genomic rearrangements between chromosome 7 
and 8 in Ai and Ad. Blocks in same color represent syntenic genomic segments, and the dashed 
lines in the same color indicate the orientation of those segments. Gray bars represent the gene 
density. 
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Figure 2.4 Model of genome size reduction of inverted regions in Ad. Gene densities are shown 
in gray. Forward matches are shown in red, while reverse matches are shown in blue. (A) Ai 
and Ad share the same distribution of gene densities right after the divergence of the two 
species. Inversion brings the repeat-rich gene-poor proximal region to distal region, and gene-
rich repeat-poor distal region to proximal region. (B) The repeat-rich region starts to loss DNA 
content via the deletion of repeats driven by recombination after becoming distal region, 
whereas the repeat-poor region begins to gain DNA content via the accumulation of repeats. 
(C) Higher rate of repeat deletion causes the size reduction of inverted region, and shapes the 
plot of the inverted region into this characteristic arc. (D) Dot-plot comparison between 
chromosome B05 and A05 showing that characteristic arc. 
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Figure 2.5 Size ratios of syntenic blocks between Ai and Ad. Each column shows a 
chromosome in A. ipaensis, and each colored block represents a syntenic block in the order of 
genomic position in A. ipaensis. Regions highlighted by purple rectangles are inverted regions 
in A. duranensis, which means those regions are flipped over in A. duranensis. The size ratios 
are calculated as A. ipaensis/A. duranensis, and are shown in the blue-white-red gradient. Blue 
color indicates that the ratio is larger than 1, which means the syntenic block is smaller in A. 
duranensis. Red color indicates that the ratio is smaller than 1, which means the syntenic block 
is larger in A. duranensis. White color indicates that the ratio is 1, which means the syntenic 
blocks have the same size. 
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Figure 2.6 Correlation between TE/gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. An example 
of scatter plots showing the correlation between TE/gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic 
blocks on chromosome 1. (A) Correlation between TE ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks 
on chromosome 1. (B) Correlation between gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks on 
chromosome 1. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 TE components of inverted and non-inverted regions. X-axis is the name of TE 
components, and Y-axis is the frequency of TE components. TE components in Ai genome are 
in blue bars, whereas TE components in Ad genome are in orange bars. (A) TE components of 
inverted regions. (B) TE components of non-inverted regions. 
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Figure 2.8 Total length of unaligned sequences in different length intervals. X-axis is the 
length intervals of unaligned sequences, and Y-axis is the total length of unaligned sequences. 
Blue bars represent total length of unaligned sequences in Ai, whereas orange bars represent 
that in Ad. 
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Figure 2.9 Transposable element components in unaligned sequences. Different colors 
represent different types of transposable elements as shown on the right. (A) Number of base 
pairs of TE components in unaligned sequences. Ad is on the left side, whereas Ai is on the 
right side. (B) TE component percentage of total sequence length in different length intervals 
of unaligned sequences. X-axis is the length interval of unaligned sequences, and Y-axis is the 
percentage of total sequence length. For each length interval, A. duranensis is shown on the 
left and A. ipaensis is shown on the right. 
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Table 2.1. Comparison of chromosome size in Ai and Ad 
A. ipaensis A. duranensis A. ipaensis size/ 
A. duranensis size Chrom Size (bp) Chrom Size (bp) 
B01 137,414,913 A01 107,035,537                     1.28 
B02 108,997,779 A02 93,869,048                     1.16 
B03 136,109,863 A03 135,057,546                     1.01 
B04 133,615,181 A04 123,556,382                     1.08 
B05 149,900,536 A05 110,037,037                     1.36 
B06 137,147,148 A06 112,752,717                     1.22 
B07 126,351,151 A07 79,126,724                     1.60a 
B08 129,606,920 A08 49,462,234                     2.62a 
B09 147,089,397 A09 120,672,674                     1.22 
B10 136,175,642 A10 109,463,236                     1.24 
a Chromosome pairs 7 and 8 have experienced several genomic rearrangements. 
 
Table 2.2. Comparison of TEs between Ai and Ad in inverted and non-inverted regions 
Transposable 
elements 
Inverted Non-inverted 
Ai Ad Ai/Ad Ai Ad Ai/Ad 
DNA 44697 26903 1.66  320787 193344 1.66  
Low complexity 11373 9646 1.18  59088 53011 1.11  
LTR 51269 21088 2.43  639715 540151 1.18  
LINE 21547 12537 1.72  199677 137948 1.45  
SINE 2367 1917 1.23  8468 6723 1.26  
Pararetrovirusa 716 413 1.73  5386 1695 3.18  
rRNA 19 22 0.86  112 96 1.17  
Simple repeat 41227 34632 1.19  205947 178585 1.15  
a The ratios of pararetrovirus also show large difference, but the numbers are very small in 
inverted regions comparing to most TE types. 
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Table 2.3. Solo and intact LTRs in inverted regions in Ai and Ad 
Ai Ad 
Chrom Position No. LTRs 
No. 
solo 
LTRs 
Solo 
LTRs 
/LTRs 
Chrom Position No. LTRs 
No. 
solo 
LTRs 
Solo 
LTRs 
/LTRs 
B01 1-17,229,197 243 563 2.32 A01 1-12,027,097 95 246 2.59 
B01 110,305,867 
-enda 
651 1,828 2.81 A01 89,417,045 
-enda 
151 435 2.88 
B05 104,400,112 
-145,654,815 
1,107 3,533 3.19 A05 81,408,196 
-104,831,952 
249 708 2.84 
B06 1-27,321,949 1,328 3,077 2.32 A06 1-1,880,291 237 701 2.96 
B09 131,019,283 
-enda 
221 542 2.45 A09 108,980,673 
-enda 
89 213 2.39 
a “end” represents the end position of that chromosome. 
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Abstract 
Previous study between Arachis diploids reveals that genomic rearrangements led to 
genome size reduction through net sequence removal in the inverted regions. Inversions 
occurring in tetraploid cultivated peanut (Arachis hypogaea) after the polyploidization event 
provide us an excellent opportunity to examine the model of genome size reduction following 
genomic rearrangements in polyploidy. It is also a good opportunity to understand the genome 
size reduction process at its early stage, since the inversions are quite recent (likely younger 
than 10,000 years) considering the long evolutionary path that plants have undergone. We 
observe that most results show the same pattern as they did in the previous study between 
Arachis diploids, suggesting that the model of genome size reduction still holds in tetraploid 
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peanut as it does in diploids. Intergenic sequences and TEs are the main sources of sequence 
loss in the inverted region. As with the results in the previous study between Arachis diploids, 
illegitimate recombination is likely the major mechanism responsible for the sequence removal, 
rather than unequal intrastrand recombination. We find that the genome size reduction process 
starts with differences in very long sequence deletions and then spreads to mid-length sequence 
deletions later. We measure the relative rate of size reduction of the inverted region in 
tetraploid peanut, finding that it is higher than the rates calculated in our previous study 
between Arachis diploids. We argue this is because the rate of size reduction is more rapid in 
the early generations after the inversion. 
Introduction 
Genome size evolution has been a hot research topic for decades due to the extensive 
variabilities found in eukaryotic genome sizes. Considering plant genomes, the most extreme 
known genome sizes are 61 Mbp for Genlisea tuberosa (Fleischmann et al., 2014) and 150,000 
Mbp for Paris japonica (Pellicer et al., 2010) – a 2,460-fold difference. Studies have shown 
that the genome size variation is due to multiple factors, including but not limited to 
polyploidization, transposable element (TE) proliferation and deletion, and other types of 
sequence insertions and deletions (Vicient et al., 1999; Rabinowicz, 2000; Petrov, 2001; 
Bennetzen, 2002; Devos et al., 2002; Vitte and Panaud, 2003; Ma et al., 2004; Adams and 
Wendel, 2005; Bennetzen et al., 2005; Vitte and Panaud, 2005; Hawkins et al., 2006; Neumann 
et al., 2006; Piegu et al., 2006; Grover and Wendel, 2010; Chenais et al., 2012; Michael, 2014; 
Soltis et al., 2015). Previous analyses of Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata have 
shown that genomic rearrangements are associated with genome shrinkage in A. thaliana (Hu 
et al., 2011). Analysis of two Arachis species has demonstrated in detail how genomic 
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rearrangements led to genome size reduction in the affected regions, and a mechanistic model 
of genome size reduction has been proposed (Bertioli et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2018). However, 
those studies were using diploid species as a model system to understand the relationship 
between genome size reduction and genomic rearrangements. Will the patterns of genomic 
change remain the same after a polyploidization event? Do the extra homeologous 
chromosomes in polyploids make a difference in the genome size reduction process? Is there 
any difference in the early stage of the genome size reduction process? Cultivated peanut 
(Arachis hypogaea L.), also known as groundnut, is an allotetraploid (AABB, 2n=4x=40) 
derived from a recent hybridization event between two Arachis diploid species, followed by 
polyploidization (Kochert et al., 1991; Halward et al., 1992; Kochert et al., 1996; Cuc et al., 
2008; Moretzsohn et al., 2013). Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis are most likely the 
donors of the A and B subgenomes, respectively (Kochert et al., 1996; Ramos et al., 2006; 
Seijo et al., 2007; Robledo et al., 2009; Robledo and Seijo, 2010; Grabiele et al., 2012; 
Moretzsohn et al., 2013). Two new inversions were observed in the dot-plots comparison 
between the two subgenomes of tetraploid peanut, and also between tetraploid peanut and its 
diploid ancestors. Evidence indicates that those inversions observed actually occurred in 
tetraploid peanut after polyploidization. The genome assembly availability of tetraploid peanut 
and its diploid ancestors provides an opportunity to examine the genomic changes following 
genomic rearrangements after polyploidization. 
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Results 
Inversions occurred in Arachis hypogaea after polyploidization 
Besides the inversions already identified between the two diploid progenitors Arachis 
duranensis (Ad) and Arachis ipaensis (Ai) (Bertioli et al., 2016), two additional inversions are 
evident between the two subgenomes in Arachis hypogaea (Ah) (Fig. 3.1). One of them is 
located between Ah chromosome 1 (Arahy.01) and chromosome 11 (Arahy.11) (Fig. 3.1A), 
and the other is located between Ah chromosome 5 (Arahy.05) and chromosome 15 (Arahy.15) 
(Fig. 3.1B). To determine in which species and chromosomes these inversions occurred, we 
drew and compared the dot-plots of the corresponding chromosomes among the two 
subgenomes in Ah and its two diploid ancestors: Ad and Ai. Dot-plot comparisons indicate that 
these two inversions occurred in Ah chromosome 5 (Arahy.05) and chromosome 11 (Arahy.11) 
after polyploidization (Fig. 3.1, B1, B2). The fact that the inversions occurred in Ah is also 
supported by the disrupted gene density gradients coincident with the breakpoints of the 
inverted region (Fig. 3.2, 3.3). For chromosomes without inversion, there is a gene density 
gradient, rising smoothly from low densities at chromosome centers to high densities near the 
telomere, giving a U-shaped density plot (an example in Fig. B3). Most important, the gene 
density gradients show similar patterns between the chromosome in Ah and its homologous 
chromosome in Ad or Ai (Fig. B3). The disrupted gene density gradients in the inverted regions 
in Ah suggest these regions are flipped in Ah comparing to the corresponding chromosomes in 
the other subgenome and the two diploids. 
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Size reduction in inverted region following the inversion 
The size of each chromosome in Ah is very close to the size of its homologous 
chromosome in the diploid ancestor Ad or Ai, with the size ratio (A. hypogaea/Arachis diploids) 
being slightly larger than 1 (Table 3.1). The inverted region on Arahy.05 has shrunk comparing 
to the corresponding region on Aradu.A05, with the size ratio being 0.89 (size ratio for the 
entire chromosome is 1.05) (Table 3.1, 3.2). However, the inverted region on Arahy.11 
remained relatively unchanged with the size ratio being 1.08 (size ratio for the entire 
chromosome is 1.09) (Table 3.1, 3.2). This is probably because the inversion on Arahy.11 is 
more recent compared to the inversion on Arahy.05. We also measured the sequence loss or 
gain by examining the syntenic blocks across the inverted and non-inverted regions between 
Ah and the two diploids (Ad/Ai). The overall size ratio of syntenic blocks between Arahy.05 
and Aradu.A05 (Arahy.05/Aradu.A05) for inverted and non-inverted regions are 1.002 and 
1.052, respectively, which demonstrates that the inverted region is getting smaller in the A 
subgenome in Ah. Consistent with the results of size ratio of entire inverted regions, the overall 
size ratio of syntenic blocks between Arahy.11 and Araip.B01 (Arahy.11/Araip.B01) for 
inverted and non-inverted regions are 1.069 and 1.063, respectively. The characteristic pattern 
of size ratios of syntenic blocks in inverted regions (the newly distal end is getting smaller after 
the inversion, whereas the newly proximal end is getting slightly larger after the inversion) 
observed in the previous study (Ren et al., 2018) is not obvious in inverted regions in Ah (Fig. 
B4, B5) in this study, probably because the two inversions studied here are much younger than 
the inversions investigated in the previous study. However, the reduced size of the entire 
inverted region and the syntenic blocks in the inverted region on Arahy.05 supports the size 
reduction in inverted region following the inversion. 
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Changes in transposable elements in inverted region 
We examined transposable elements (TE) in the genomes of Ah and its two diploid 
ancestors Ad and Ai. Examining the inversion in the A subgenome in Ah relative to Ad 
(Arahy.05 vs. Aradu.A05), the ratio of TE in corresponding syntenic blocks is highly correlated 
with the size ratio of syntenic blocks (R2=0.615), where as the gene number ratio in 
corresponding syntenic blocks is poorly correlated with the size ratio of syntenic blocks 
(R2=0.005) (Fig. 3.4, Table B1). This supports that the change in TE content is the major reason 
for size reduction in inverted region on Arahy.05. Examining the inversion in the B subgenome 
in Ah relative to Ai (Arahy.11 vs. Araip.B01), both TE number ratios and gene number ratios 
in corresponding syntenic blocks have poor correlations with size ratios of syntenic blocks 
(R2=0.001 and R2=0.026, respectively) (Fig. B6, Table B2). This is likely due to that Ai and B 
subgenome in Ah have a higher level of identity than Ad and A subgenome in Ah have (Bertioli 
et al., 2016), and we didn’t observe significant size change in inverted region on Arahy.11. All 
dots in the scatter-plot between TE number ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks cluster 
together in a small area because those ratios are very close to each other (Fig. B6A). Therefore, 
it is unreliable to make conclusions about correlation level just based on R2 value in a case like 
this. Changes were not only found in TE numbers, but also observed in TE composition. For 
comparison between Ad and A subgenome in Ah, although most TE components show similar 
patterns in inverted and non-inverted regions, LTR elements show significant reduction in 
inverted region in Ah (Fig. 3.5). This result suggests that LTR element removal is mainly 
responsible for the size reduction in inverted regions. However, we didn’t observe an obvious 
reduction in LTR elements in inverted region in B subgenome in Ah (Fig. B7), which could be 
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explained if the inversion in the Ah B subgenome is very recent comparing to the one in the A 
subgenome (Arahy.05). 
Length and components of unaligned sequence 
We characterized unalignable sequences (sequences between aligned sequences) 
between Ah and Ad in the inversion on Arahy.05, to further understand the genome size 
reduction process in the inverted region. We didn’t observe large difference in the total length 
of unaligned sequences shorter than 10,000 bp (Fig. 3.6). However, the total length of 
unaligned sequences starts to show large difference in unaligned sequences longer than 10,000 
bp (Fig. 3.6). This observation slightly deviates from the result in the previous study between 
the two Arachis diploids where the total length of unaligned sequences starts to show large 
difference in those sequences longer than 1,000 bp (Ren et al., 2018). The unaligned sequences 
in Ad and A subgenome in Ah also differ in the genomic components. Although most genomic 
components appear to be at similar levels, there is a larger intergenic component in unaligned 
sequences in Ad comparing to that of Ah (Fig. 3.7A). It seems that there is a larger LTR 
component in unaligned sequences in Ah comparing to that of Ad (Fig. 3.7A), which is the 
opposite to the result in the previous research between two Arachis diploids (Ren et al., 2018). 
However, there is even more LTR component in the non-inverted regions between Arahy.05 
and Aradu.A05 (Fig. 3.7B), which could be probably due to a more complete assembly in Ah 
than in the Arachis diploids. These results together indicate that there is an increase in both 
LTR and intergenic components (Ad/Ah ratio increases from 0.62 and 1.45 to 0.86 and 3.55, 
respectively), suggesting that the genome size reduction in the inverted region is caused by 
changes in LTR and intergenic components. 
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Underlying mechanism of genome size reduction 
Previous analysis of two Arachis diploids suggests that illegitimate recombination is 
the major mechanism behind the genome size reduction process in the inverted regions rather 
than unequal intrastrand recombination, by examining solo LTRs and flanking repeats of 
unaligned sequences in the inverted regions (Ren et al., 2018). We also examined solo LTRs 
and flanking repeats of unaligned sequences to test whether that observation still holds in 
tetraploid Ah. Solo LTRs do exist in the inverted regions in Ah and the corresponding regions 
in its diploid ancestors Ad and Ai, with the ratios of LTR elements to intact LTR 
retrotransposons being greater than 2 (Table 3.3). However, like the results from the previous 
research (Ren et al., 2018), the ratios of LTR elements to intact LTR retrotransposons in the 
inverted regions in Ah are not consistently greater than that in the corresponding regions in 
Ad/Ai, and those ratios are quite similar between Ah and Ad/Ai - suggesting unequal intrastrand 
recombination is not the major mechanism behind the genome size reduction process in the 
inverted regions (Table 3.3). Since homologous sequences of at least 50 bp in length are 
sufficient for homologous recombination (including unequal intrastrand recombination) in 
yeast (Sugawara and Haber, 1992), we excluded those repeats shorter than 50 bp in the analysis 
of flanking repeats. Out of 502 unaligned sequences longer than 10,000 bp in Ad, 84 (16.73%) 
have two identical repeats (match to the same repeat in RepeatMasker) in the same direction 
at the two ends of the unaligned sequence, indicating that these unaligned sequences are likely 
deletions caused by unequal intrastrand recombination in Ad. 118 out of 502 (23.51%) 
unaligned sequences longer than 10,000 bp have two similar repeats (match to repeats from 
the same class/family in RepeatMasker) in the same direction at the two ends. Because the 
occurrence of unequal intrastrand recombination requires large regions of homology 
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(Bennetzen, 2002), there is still a large proportion of unaligned sequences left which cannot 
be explained by unequal intrastrand recombination. These results together with the fact that 
illegitimate recombination can result from several different mechanisms without the 
requirement of large regions of homology (Bennetzen, 2002), suggesting illegitimate 
recombination is the major mechanism behind the genome size reduction process in the 
inverted regions in Ah. 
Relative rate of size reduction in inverted regions 
Here, we measured the relative rate of size reduction of the inverted region on Arahy.05, 
since the size of the inverted region on Arahy.11 remained roughly unchanged. Because 
deletion, insertion, duplication and other kinds of processes affecting the genome size took 
place simultaneously during the evolution, the rate of size reduction measured here is the net 
rate without distinguishing the effects of different processes. Assuming the inversion on 
Arahy.05 occurred immediately after the polyploidization event, the inversion would have 
occurred ~ 9,400 years ago, based on the estimated divergence time between Ai and B 
subgenome in Ah (Bertioli et al., 2016). With the assumption of one generation per year, the 
relative rate of size reduction of inverted region is 1.26 x 10-3 bp per 100 base pairs per 
generation for inversion on Arahy.05. Since the chromosomes are generally larger in Ah 
comparing to those in Ad and Ai, we made corrections while calculating the rate by multiplying 
the size of inverted region in Ad with the average chromosome size ratio between Ah and Ad. 
The corrected rate of size reduction of inverted region is 1.78 x 10-3 bp per 100 base pairs per 
generation for inversions on Arahy.05. Both the corrected and uncorrected rates of size 
reduction calculated in this study are higher than the highest rate (2.6 x 10-5 bp per 100 base 
pairs per generation) found in previous research between the two Arachis diploids (Ren et al., 
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2018). It is possible that the inversion on Arahy.05 occurred later after the polyploidization 
event, which would make the relative rate of size reduction even higher. 
Discussion 
Our study examined the size and sequence changes in the inversion that occurred in Ah 
after the polyploidization event. Although there are minor differences, most of the observations 
for the inversion on Arahy.05 exhibit similar patterns as they did in the previous study between 
the two Arachis diploids (Ren et al., 2018). The inversion occurring in Arahy.05 after 
polyploidization led to the size reduction of the inverted region compared to the corresponding 
region in Ad, and this is also supported by the overall size ratio of syntenic blocks in inverted 
and non-inverted regions. Intergenic sequences and TEs, especially LTR elements, are the 
main sources of sequence loss in the inverted region on Arahy.05. Illegitimate recombination 
is likely the primary mechanism causing the sequence deletions in the inverted region rather 
than unequal intrastrand recombination. These results together indicate that the model of 
genome size reduction following genomic rearrangements proposed in previous study between 
diploids (Ren et al., 2018) still holds in tetraploid Arachis hypogaea. 
In this study, the total length of unaligned sequences starts to show large difference for 
those sequences longer than 10,000 bp (Fig. 3.6), which is longer than the 1,000 bp value found 
in the previous study between two Arachis diploids (Ren et al., 2018). It is for sure that the 
inversions observed between Ad and Ai in the previous study (Ren et al., 2018) are older than 
the inversions occurred in Ah after polyploidization (very likely much older), because we also 
observed those inversions between the two subgenomes in Ah (Fig. 3.1, B8). These 
observations together indicate that the genome size reduction process starts with the difference 
in very long sequence deletions then spreads to mid-length deletions later. This is probably due 
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to that intergenic sequences and TEs, which are the main sources of sequence loss in size 
reduction process, are abundant right after the inversion, allowing those very long sequence 
deletions to happen without affecting genic regions and regulatory elements located around 
genes. As time elapsed, intergenic sequences and TEs are gradually removed by the size 
reduction process, causing the shrink of regions in which sequences can be deleted without 
having deleterious effects. These together suggest that the average length of sequence deletions 
gets shorter over time after the inversions. 
The relative rate of size reduction of inverted region on Arahy.05 calculated in this 
study is two orders of magnitude higher than that found in the previous study between the two 
Arachis diploids (Ren et al., 2018). It is believed that recombination rates are not correlated 
with chromosome and genome size (Tanksley et al., 1988; Binelli et al., 1992; Whitkus et al., 
1992; Ahn and Tanksley, 1993). However, increased recombination rates were observed in 
polyploidy (Brubaker et al., 1999; Pecinka et al., 2011). We argue that the increased rate of 
size reduction of inverted region in this study is not exclusively because of the increased 
recombination rates in the tetraploid Ah. It is possible that the increased recombination rates in 
polyploidy are also the consequences of having extra homeologous chromosomes in 
polyploidy, but recombination between homeologous chromosomes is inhibited in the inverted 
region due to the flipping of the DNA sequence. The higher rate of size reduction of the 
inverted region in this study is probably because the size reduction process is more rapid in the 
early generations after the inversion. However, the data in this study is not adequate to draw 
affirmative conclusion about the nature of the higher rate of size reduction of the inverted 
region. Genetic maps constructed from high-density markers in Ah and its diploid ancestors 
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(Ad and Ai) would help to confirm and refine the recombination rate distributions along the 
chromosomes and shed more light on this question. 
Another possible reason for the increased rate of size reduction of the inverted region 
could be a side effect of strong human selection during the cultivation of tetraploid peanut (Ah). 
Strong human selection might have facilitated the process of size reduction of the inverted 
region by helping with the fixation of sequence deletion polymorphisms in a population. It is 
very unlikely that the same sequence deletion happens in every individual in a population. 
However, strong human selection could quickly fix some sequence deletions unintentionally 
in a population while selecting for preferable phenotypes. For example, if one sequence 
deletion occurred in just one plant in a population, and this plant was chosen as the basis for a 
new population because of some beneficial phenotypes, then this sequence deletion would be 
immediately fixed in the new population. Although this may be an extreme, it conveys the idea 
that strong human selection can help in the process of size reduction of the inverted region. 
In this study, the inversion on Arahy.11 after polyploidization didn’t show significant 
changes in size and TE contents. We argue that this is probably because this inversion is very 
recent compared to the inversion on Arahy.05. Since the estimated divergence time between 
Ai and B subgenome in Ah is ~9,400 (Bertioli et al., 2016), both two inversions examined in 
this study are much younger (can’t be older than the divergence time) compared to the 
inversions studied in the previous research (Ren et al., 2018). This is the reason why the 
differences and changes observed in this study, except for the relative rate of size reduction of 
the inverted region, are not as significant as they were in the previous study (Ren et al., 2018). 
If the inversion on Arahy.11 occurred long after the divergence, which would make it a very 
recent inversion, there will be not enough time for the changes to build up and show significant 
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difference. This might be the reason why we didn’t observe significant changes in the inverted 
region on Arahy.11. However, we can’t make affirmative conclusion about the occurrence time 
of the inversion on Arahy.11 with the data in this study. More studies and data from other 
sources may help solve this problem. 
The recent inversion occurring in cultivated tetraploid peanut Arachis hypogaea after 
the polyploidization event provides a valuable opportunity not only to examine the model of 
genome size reduction following genomics rearrangements in polyploidy, but also to study the 
genome size reduction process at its early stage. Our study shows that the model of genome 
size reduction following genomic rearrangements is applicable to tetraploid species Arachis 
hypogaea, and we argue it should also be applicable to other polyploidies. The results indicate 
that the genome size reduction process starts with differences in very long sequence deletions 
between the affected species, and then spread to mid-length sequence deletions later after the 
inversion. The higher rate of size reduction of the inverted region observed in this study 
together with the recent occurrence of the inversion suggests that the size reduction process is 
more rapid at early generations after the inversion. 
Methods 
Genome assembly and annotation access 
Genome assemblies and annotations used in this study are publicly available online. 
Genome assemblies and annotations of A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis are 
available on PeanutBase website (https://peanutbase.org/). 
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Dot-plot visualization of synteny 
Dot-plot comparisons among A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis were made 
using mummer and mummerplot from the MUMmer suite of alignment tools (Kurtz et al., 
2004). 
Gene density calculation and visualization 
Gene densities were calculated using sliding-window method with 1,000,000 base pairs 
(1 mb) window size and 100,000 base pairs (100 kb) step size. Gene densities were visualized 
for each chromosome using histogram function in Excel. 
Syntenic blocks and size ratio calculation 
For A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis, the peptide sequences were used to 
perform the synteny analysis. BLAST was used to perform the search for homologous 
sequence pairs with e value ≤ 1 x 10-10 (Camacho et al., 2009). After getting the blast result, 
the top hit of each query sequence was selected. Synteny was calculated for each of those 
species pairs using DAGchainer (Haas et al., 2004). Syntenic blocks resulted from the 
DAGchainer were manually checked, and small overlapping or misplacing syntenic blocks 
were removed. Size ratios of syntenic blocks between A. hypogaea and Arachis diploids (A. 
duranensis or A. ipaensis) were calculated with dividing the size of syntenic block in Arachis 
hypogaea by the size of corresponding syntenic block in Arachis diploids (A. duranensis or A. 
ipaensis). 
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Transposable element identification 
Transposable elements were identified for A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis 
using RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/). The database used to identify 
transposable elements is the combination of Repbase (version 20150807) and Arachis repeat 
libraries (mobile-elements-BB051914.fa and mobile-elements-AA051914.fa) which are 
available at PeanutBase (https://peanutbase.org/). The number of transposable elements was 
counted for each of the syntenic blocks in A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis, in order 
to calculate the ratio of transposable element numbers between corresponding syntenic blocks. 
Transposable elements identified were categorized into different components based on the 
result from RepeatMasker.  
Sequence alignment and characterization 
The inversion on A. hypogaea chromosome 5 (Arahy.05) was chosen to perform the 
sequence alignment. The sequence alignment was built on the DNA sequences of the chosen 
inversion using MAUVE (Darling et al., 2004; Darling et al., 2010). The alignment was build 
using default parameters in MAUVE, except for setting min LCB weight as 30. Unaligned 
sequences, which are gaps in the alignment, were extracted from the result of MAUVE. The 
total length of unaligned sequences in length intervals was calculated by taking the sum of all 
unaligned sequences in a specific length interval. Transposable elements identified earlier were 
used to perform the genomic component analysis for all unaligned sequences. Repeats of at 
least 50 bp in length located within 100 base pairs of the start or end point of unaligned 
sequences were identified as flanking repeats. 
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Intact and solo LTRs identification 
LTR retrotransposons were identified from the three genomes of A. hypogaea, A. 
duranensis and A. ipaensis using LTR_FINDER (Xu and Wang, 2007). DNA sequences of 
5’LTR and 3’LTR of those LTR retrotransposons were extracted and used as query sequences. 
Blast search of these query sequences against the whole genome sequence was performed in 
A. hypogaea, A. duranensis and A. ipaensis, respectively. The blast results were filtered with 
full-length coverage of query sequences and 100% sequence identity. The result from the 
LTR_FINDER was treated as intact LTR retrotransposons. The filtered blast hits were counted 
as solo LTRs. 
Relative rate of size reduction calculation 
The relative rate of size reduction was calculated using the formula: 𝑥 = 1 − 𝑏 𝑎' ×100 𝑎: length of inverted region in Arachis diploids (A. duranensis or A. ipaensis); 𝑏: length 
of inverted region in A. hypogaea; 𝑛: number of generations after the inversion occurred; 𝑥: 
relative rate of size reduction per 100 base pairs per generation. The lengths of inverted regions 
in three Arachis species were determined based on the dot-plots and coordinates generated 
earlier using MUMmer (Kurtz et al., 2004). 
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Figure 3.1 Dot-plot comparisons of chromosomes between subgenomes in Ah reveal 2 new 
inversions. The X-axis represents chromosomal position in B subgenome in Ah, and the Y-axis 
represents chromosomal position in A subgenome in Ah. Blue arcs outside red rectangles 
indicate inversions observed between Ad and Ai, whereas blue arcs inside red rectangles 
indicate new inversions between two subgenomes. (A) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome 
Arahy.01 and Arahy.11. (B) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome Arahy.05 and Arahy.15. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Gene density distributions along the chromosome Aradu.A05 and Arahy.05. The 
X-axis represents the chromosomal position along the chromosome, and the Y-axis represents 
the number of genes. The inverted region on Arahy.05 and its corresponding region on 
Aradu.A05 are highlighted by red rectangles. (A) Gene density distribution along chromosome 
Aradu.A05. (B) Gene density distribution along chromosome Arahy.05. 
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Figure 3.3 Gene density distributions along the chromosome Araip.B01 and Arahy.11. The X-
axis represents the chromosomal position along the chromosome, and the Y-axis represents the 
number of genes. The inverted region on Arahy.11 and its corresponding region on Araip.B01 
are highlighted by red rectangles. (A) Gene density distribution along chromosome Araip.B01. 
(B) Gene density distribution along chromosome Arahy.11. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Correlation between TE/gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. These scatter 
plots showing the correlation for syntenic blocks between chromosome Arahy.05 and 
Aradu.A05. (A) Correlation between TE ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. (B) 
Correlation between gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. 
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Figure 3.5 TE components of inverted and non-inverted regions. The X-axis is the name of 
TE components, and the Y-axis is the frequency of TE components. TE components in A 
subgenome in Ah are in blue bars, whereas TE components in Ad are in orange bars. (A) TE 
components of inverted regions. (B) TE components of non-inverted regions. 
 
Figure 3.6 Total length of unaligned sequences in different length intervals. The X-axis is the 
length intervals of unaligned sequences, and the Y-axis is the total length of unaligned 
sequences. Blue bars represent total length of unaligned sequences in A subgenome in Ah, 
whereas orange bars represent that in Ad. 
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Figure 3.7 Transposable element components in chromosome Arahy.05 and Aradu.A05. 
Different colors represent different types of transposable elements as shown on the right. (A) 
Number of base pairs of TE components in unaligned sequences in the inverted regions in 
Arahy.05 and Aradu.A05. A subgenome in Ah is on the left side, whereas Ad is on the right 
side. (B) Number of base pairs of TE components in the non-inverted regions in Arahy.05 and 
Aradu.A05. A subgenome in Ah is on the left side, whereas Ad is on the right side. 
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Table 3.1 Size ratios of chromosomes between A. hypogaea and Arachis diploids 
A. hypogaea Arachis diploids A. hypogaea / 
Arachis diploids 
Chromosome Size Chromosome Size 
Arahy.01 112,420,854 Aradu.A01 107,035,537 1.05 
Arahy.02 102,981,163 Aradu.A02 93,869,048 1.10 
Arahy.03 143,813,506 Aradu.A03 135,057,546 1.06 
Arahy.04 128,801,742 Aradu.A04 123,556,382 1.04 
Arahy.05 115,930,344 Aradu.A05 110,037,037 1.05 
Arahy.06 115,504,342 Aradu.A06 112,752,717 1.02 
Arahy.07 81,119,488 Aradu.A07 79,126,724 1.03 
Arahy.08 51,897,010 Aradu.A08 49,462,234 1.05 
Arahy.09 120,519,698 Aradu.A09 120,672,674 1.00 
Arahy.10 117,088,237 Aradu.A10 109,463,236 1.07 
Arahy.11 149,299,306 Araip.B01 137,414,913 1.09 
Arahy.12 120,579,088 Araip.B02 108,997,779 1.11 
Arahy.13 146,725,006 Araip.B03 136,109,863 1.08 
Arahy.14 143,237,272 Araip.B04 133,615,181 1.07 
Arahy.15 160,879,708 Araip.B05 149,900,536 1.07 
Arahy.16 154,808,347 Araip.B06 137,147,148 1.13 
Arahy.17 134,922,436 Araip.B07 126,351,151 1.07 
Arahy.18 135,150,084 Araip.B08 129,606,920 1.04 
Arahy.19 158,625,764 Araip.B09 147,089,397 1.08 
Arahy.20 143,980,330 Araip.B10 136,175,642 1.06 
 
Table 3.2 Size ratios of inversions between A. hypogaea and Arachis diploids 
A. hypogaea Arachis diploids A. hypogaea / 
Arachis diploids 
Chromosome Size Chromosome Size 
Arahy.05 28,515,710 Aradu.A05 32,093,060 0.89 
Arahy.11 10,619,870 Araip.B01 9,862,242 1.08 
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Table 3.3. Solo LTRs and intact LTR retrotransposons in inverted regions 
Chr Position No. LTRs No. solo LTRs Solo LTRs/LTRs 
Arahy.05 14,346,315 – 42,862,024 936 4,081 4.36 
Aradu.A05 23,862,621 – 34,482,490 666 2,933 4.40 
Arahy.11 23,862,621 – 34,482,490 370 1,174 3.17 
Araip.B01 22,641,219 – 32,503,460 298 906 3.04 
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Abstract 
Reconstruction of an ancestral genome for a set of plant species has been a challenging 
task because of complex histories that may include whole genome duplications (WGDs), 
segmental duplications, independent gene duplications or losses, diploidization, and 
rearrangement events. The legumes (Leguminosae) are the third largest family in flowering 
plants, and are a particularly challenging group in which to study genome evolution, due to 
their complex polyploidy history. Here, we describe the reconstruction of a hypothetical 
ancestral genome for the papilionoid legumes, in order to help us better understand the 
evolutionary histories of these legumes. We use the software “Maximum Likelihood for Gene 
Order Analysis” (MLGO), with a novel method for identifying informative markers, to 
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reconstruct the ancestral genomes for selected legume species, including G. max, which has a 
recent exclusive WGD event. We combined the pairwise syntenic blocks into 630 syntenic-
block markers across all selected species, and reconstructed the ancestral genomes for selected 
legume species. The reconstructed most recent common ancestor of all selected legume species 
(all within the Papilionoideae) has 9 chromosomes. The chromosome number reduced to 8 in 
Medicago truncatula and Cicer arietinum separately, through two separate single fusion events. 
In Lotus japonicus, a series of rearrangement events is the major cause of the chromosome 
number reduction to 6. We infer that the chromosome number increased mostly independently 
in Cajanus cajan, Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris and Vigna radiata. In Arachis (A. 
duranensis and A. ipaensis), there was an increase in chromosome number prior to their 
divergence. The chromosome structural evolution described here is consistent with the 
phylogenetic distribution of a large collection of chromosome counts in the legumes. 
Introduction 
With a rapidly increasing number of reference genome assemblies are available for 
both model species and crops, it is possible to begin tracing the evolutionary histories of those 
genomes. Knowing the evolutionary history of an existing genome is aided by knowledge of 
the genome in its ancestral state and finding out what mechanisms (e.g. duplication, 
translocation, fusions, fissions) have shaped the ancestral genome into its current form. Plant 
species have undergone a series of whole genome duplications, segmental duplications, gene 
duplications, polyploidization, diploidization and rearrangement events (inversions, 
translocations, fusions, fissions), which generally makes ancestral genome reconstruction in 
plants more challenging than for animals. The legumes (Leguminosae) are the third largest 
family in flowering plants and are tremendously diverse (Doyle and Luckow, 2003; Lewis et 
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al., 2005). The papilionoid legumes share a Whole Genome Duplication (WGD) event, and 
some legume genera have undergone additional WGDs (Schlueter et al., 2004; Pfeil et al., 2005; 
Cannon et al., 2006; Bertioli et al., 2009; Schmutz et al., 2010; Cannon et al., 2015). These 
duplication histories complicate the reconstruct of the ancestral genome for this large group of 
species. Algorithms have been developed to reconstruct the ancestral genome from various 
types of markers (e.g. conserved intervals, genes, syntenic blocks) for a set of related species 
(Bourque and Pevzner, 2002; Bergeron et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2006; Nakatani et al., 2007; Ma 
et al., 2008; Alekseyev and Pevzner, 2009; Salse et al., 2009; Ma, 2010; Ouangraoua et al., 
2011; Gagnon et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2014). However, most of those algorithms are not suitable 
for reconstructing the ancestral genome for a relatively large number of legume species, either 
due to excessive runtimes or due to the inability to handle duplications. The MLGO (Maximum 
Likelihood for Gene-Order Analysis) software tool (Hu et al., 2014) is able to infer gene order 
for ancestral genomes from gene-order data, accommodating not only rearrangements but also 
insertions, deletions, and duplications. Additionally, MLGO can handle large-scale genomes 
in a reasonable amount of time, which enables reconstructions for a large number of complex 
genomes. In this study, we use MLGO to reconstruct the ancestral genomes from syntenic 
block data for selected legume species: Arachis duranensis, Arachis ipaensis, Cajanus cajan, 
Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris, Vigna radiata, Lotus japonicus, Medicago truncatula, and 
Cicer arietinum. Then, having inferred the gene order of a putative ancestral genome, we try 
to recover the chromosomal evolutionary histories of these legume species, and evaluate these 
results with respect to the chromosome counts and species phylogeny for the papilionoid 
legumes. 
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Results 
Combined syntenic-block markers across all selected species 
To study the ancestral genome structure in the papilionoid legumes, we selected 9 
selected legume species from four relatively early-diverging clades within the Papilionoideae: 
the dalbergioid clade (Arachis duranensis and Arachis ipaensis), the millettioid clade (Cajanus 
cajan, Glycine max, Phaseolus vulgaris, Vigna radiata), the robinioid clade (Lotus japonicus), 
and the “inverted repeat loss” clade (IRLC) (Medicago truncatula and Cicer arietinum), and 
an outgroup to the legumes (Prunus persica) (Table 4.1). The dalbergioid group is estimated, 
based on a fossil-calibrated phylogeny of the legumes (Lavin et al., 2005), to have split from 
the other selected species around 56 Mya and the millettioid group is estimated to have split 
from the IRLC and robinioid clades around 54 Mya. The earliest papilionoid radiation is dated 
at ~59 Mya (Lavin et al., 2005). To reconstruct the ancestral genome based on genome 
sequences for these species, we used MLGO (Hu et al., 2014), which uses gene-order data 
from each species as input and infers the gene order in the ancestral genome using a maximum 
likelihood method. The term “gene” used here is not limited strictly to coding genes, but may 
include other types of genomic markers in the analysis (Hu et al., 2014). For markers, we used 
syntenic blocks that showed conservation across the majority of selected species, using a series 
of steps to filter and refine the blocks for the purpose of establishing informative markers for 
MLGO – as will be described below. Assuming no gene loss in any species each gene in a 
syntenic block would have 10 orthologous copies across the 9 legume species (10 rather than 
9 because of the additional exclusive WGD event in Glycine (Schmutz et al., 2010)). We first 
identified syntenic blocks across all species, using Phaseolus as the reference from which to 
label and organize the blocks. Then, during the process of combining and redefining those 
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syntenic blocks, we removed genes with fewer than 8 copies in the 9 legume species. After 
redefining the syntenic blocks, we discarded blocks containing fewer than 4 genes, and used 
the same criterion in the calculation of syntenic blocks. For each species, we excluded blocks 
with a rate of missing genes higher than 50%. The remaining syntenic blocks were treated as 
syntenic-block markers, and the presence or absence of each syntenic-block marker in each 
selected species was recorded. 
Basic statistics of syntenic-block markers 
Using the strategy described above, we generated 630 syntenic-block markers from all 
selected species. Not every selected species has all those 630 syntenic-block markers, and the 
total number of markers varies from species to species (Table 4.2). P. vulgaris has all 630 
syntenic-block markers, because it was used as the reference genome while combining the 
syntenic blocks. G. max has an almost double the number of markers compared to P. vulgaris 
(Table 4.2), as a result of the recent exclusive WGD event in Glycine (Schmutz et al., 2010). 
The A. duranensis and A. ipaensis genomes have almost the same number of markers, because 
the two genomes share a very high similarity due to their recent divergence (~2.16 Mya) 
(Bertioli et al., 2016). Both L. japonicus and C. cajan have a significantly reduced number of 
markers compared to the other legume species (Table 4.2). The outgroup species, P. persica, 
has the smallest number of markers (Table 4.2), which is not surprising due to the strategy used 
in combining the syntenic blocks, and the greater evolutionary distance to that species. The 
length of syntenic-block markers also differs from species to species (Table 4.2). Although the 
length of syntenic-block markers is different across selected species in many aspects 
(minimum length, maximum length, average length and median length), all selected species 
share a similar length distribution of markers (Fig. 4.1). The peak of the length distribution 
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was found at 50 kb for all selected species (Fig. 4.1). The length frequencies in G. max are 
roughly doubled compared to other legume species (Fig. 4.1), which is due to the recent 
exclusive WGD event in Glycine. 
Reconstruction of ancestral genome of selected legume species 
After identifying 630 syntenic-block markers, we indexed each marker with a unique 
number and generated an input file based on the markers in each species. Then we 
reconstructed the ancestral genomes using MLGO for each ancestral node in the specified 
phylogeny (Fig. C1, Fig. 4.2). The reconstructed most recent common ancestor of all selected 
legume species (A8) has 9 chromosomes, with 607 syntenic-block markers (Fig. 4.2, Table 
4.3). For other reconstructed ancestral nodes, ancestral states A1 and A4 have 10 chromosomes, 
while the remaining ancestral states are inferred to have 9 chromosomes (Table 4.3). We 
noticed that most of the reconstructed ancestral nodes have all 630 syntenic-block markers 
except for A8 and A1 (both have 607 syntenic-block markers) (Table 4.3). From the 630 
syntenic-block markers, we identified core legume markers which are present in all selected 
legume species and all reconstructed ancestral nodes. The genes in those core legume markers 
(conserved syntenic blocks) are enriched in genes with GO terms related to various 
fundamental developmental, reproductive, and metabolic processes (Table C1). We also 
visualized the links connecting corresponding syntenic-block markers between reconstructed 
ancestor A8 and each of the selected legume species (Fig. C2). Most of those links are located 
in the gene-rich regions in selected legume species, and they cover the majority of those gene-
rich regions in those species (regions are not fully covered, but there are few long gene-rich 
regions without nearby links) (Fig. C2). 
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Chromosome number reduction in M. truncatula, C. arietinum and L. japonicus 
We observed that several rearrangement events had occurred along the path from 
ancestral node A8 to A2 (Fig. 4.2, Fig. .4.3A, 4.3B, 4.3C). However, there are no chromosome 
number reductions along the reconstructed ancestral paths; rather, inferred reductions appear 
to be relatively recent (Table 4.3, Fig. 4.3A, 4.3B, 4.3C). Specifically, although M. truncatula, 
C. arietinum and L. japonicus all have fewer than 9 chromosomes (L. japonicus: n=6; M. 
truncatula and C. arietinum: n=8), the reconstructed most recent common ancestor A3 has 9 
chromosomes (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3). Even the reconstructed most recent common ancestor of 
M. truncatula and C. arietinum (A2) has 9 chromosomes (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3), while M. 
truncatula and C. arietinum both have 8 chromosomes. From ancestral node A2 to M. 
truncatula, chromosome A2.03 and A2.04 fused together and form chromosome Mt2 (Fig. 
4.3D), which is the cause of chromosome number reduction of 1 (from n=9 to n=8). 
Chromosome A2.05 and A2.08 exchanged part of their contents to form chromosome Mt4 and 
Mt8 (Fig. 4.3D). For the path from A2 to C. arietinum, chromosome A2.03 and A2.04 fused 
together and form most of the gene-rich region in chromosome Ca1 (Fig. 4.3E), which is the 
cause of chromosome number reduction of 1 (from n=9 to n=8). Chromosome A2.02 and 
A2.06 exchanged part of their contents to form chromosome Ca2 and Ca8 (Fig. 4.3E). The 
largest chromosome number reduction was found between reconstructed ancestor A3 and L. 
japonicus, involving a reduction from 9 chromosomes to 6 (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3). From ancestral 
node A3 to L. japonicus, the mapping of markers from three ancestral chromosomes (A3.04, 
A3.06 and A3.07) are almost completely absent on current L. japonicus chromosomes (Fig. 
4.3F). It is likely that the loss of markers from three ancestral chromosomes is due to 
rearrangements during the chromosomal reduction from n=9 to n=6, from ancestral node A3 
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to L. japonicus. This is consistent with the observation that the number of blocks is 
significantly reduced in L. japonicus (from 630 in A3 to 419) (Table 4.2, Table 4.3). 
Missing syntenic-block markers in L. japonicus 
To further understand the chromosome number reduction in L. japonicus, we 
investigated the missing syntenic-block markers in L. japonicus. Since P. vulgaris was used as 
the reference genome while combining syntenic blocks and it has all 630 syntenic-block 
markers, we extracted P. vulgaris genes in the syntenic-block markers which are missing in L. 
japonicus. Then we retrieved the corresponding gene families of those P. vulgaris genes from 
the legume-focused gene families (details described in Methods section). For each of those P. 
vulgaris genes, we scanned for unique L. japonicus genes in the corresponding gene family, 
which means one L. japonicus gene cannot be used twice as the evidence of presence in 
syntenic-block markers. Most of the P. vulgaris genes in the syntenic-block markers which are 
missing in L. japonicus (1,426/1,594=89.5%) can identify a unique L. japonicus gene in the 
same gene family, indicating that those genes are not actually lost in L. japonicus. This suggests 
that those “missing syntenic-block markers” are not lost in L. japonicus; instead, those 
syntenic-block markers are just not identifiable due to rearrangements in L. japonicus. This is 
a more plausible explanation than loss of three entire ancestral chromosomes during the 
evolution of the Lotus genome. Our results indicate that the three “missing” ancestral 
chromosomes were actually integrated into the remaining chromosomes and became not 
identifiable in terms of syntenic blocks through a series of rearrangement events. 
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Chromosome number increase in C. cajan, G. max, V. radiata and P. vulgaris 
Among the selected species in the millettioid clade (C. cajan, G. max, V. radiata and 
P. vulgaris – all within the Phaseoleae in the Millettieae), all but G. max have 11 chromosomes, 
while G. max has 20 chromosomes. Indeed, a chromosome count of 11 is most frequent in the 
Phaseoleae. However, there are only 9 chromosomes in the inferred ancestor A6 – which is the 
reconstructed most recent common ancestor of this subgroup (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3). 
Reconstructed ancestor A5 retained the chromosome number of 9 with no exchange among the 
ancestral chromosomes in A6 (Fig. 4.4A). The chromosome number increased by 1 (from n=9 
to n=10) along the path from ancestral node A5 to A4 (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3), which is caused by 
the split of chromosome A5.05 into two chromosomes A4.02 and A4.06 (Fig. 4.4B). From 
ancestral node A4 to P. vulgaris and V. radiata, the chromosome number increased from n=10 
to n=11 independently in these two lineages (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.4C, 4.4D). The largest 
chromosome number increase (from n=9 to n=20) is seen on the path from the ancestral node 
A5 to G. max (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.4E). This increase is mainly caused by the recent exclusive WGD 
in Glycine (Schmutz et al., 2010). The 9 chromosomes in reconstructed ancestor A6 
experienced a large number of exchanges and evolved into the current 11 chromosomes in C. 
cajan (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.4F). Additionally, we also observed a significant reduction in syntenic-
block markers in C. cajan (from 630 in A6 to 448) (Table 4.2, Table 4.3). We performed the 
same analysis as we did for the missing syntenic-block markers in L. japonicus. Similarly as 
with L. japonicus, the majority of the P. vulgaris genes (1,225/1,298=94.4%) in the syntenic-
block markers which are missing in C. cajan can identify a unique C. cajan gene in the same 
gene family. This indicates that those genes are highly rearranged instead of lost in C. cajan, 
which makes those syntenic blocks not identifiable. 
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Chromosome number in A. duranensis and A. ipaensis 
The reconstructed most recent common ancestor of A. duranensis and A. ipaensis (A1) 
has 10 chromosomes, and there is no chromosome number change along the path from 
ancestral node A1 to either of these two species (Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.5B, 4.5C, Table 4.3). The links 
connecting corresponding syntenic-block markers show a similar pattern in the two 
comparisons (Fig. 4.5B, 4.5C), which is due to the very recent divergence time of these two 
species (Bertioli et al., 2016). It is hard to identify a single event responsible for the 
chromosome number increase along the path from A8 to A1 (Fig. 4.5A). It seems that the split 
of ancestral chromosome A8.04 may be the primary cause, which formed the majority of 
chromosome A1.04 and A1.09 (Fig. 4.5A). 
Discussion 
Our study reconstructed the ancestral genomes for selected legume species using 
syntenic-block markers, and examined the history of chromosome evolution in these species. 
We infer that the most recent common ancestor of all selected legume species has 9 
chromosomes. The chromosome number reduced from 9 in ancestral node A2 to 8 in M. 
truncatula and C. arietinum, which we infer was due to a single fusion event. However, the 
chromosome number reduced from 9 in ancestral node A3 to 6 in L. japonicus through series 
of (possibly many) rearrangement events. The chromosome number increased from 9 in A5 to 
10 in A6, then increased to 11 in P. vulgaris and V. radiata. The chromosome number increased 
from 9 in A5 to 20 in G. max, with most of the increase caused by the recent exclusive WGD 
in Glycine (Schmutz et al., 2010). C. cajan also has many missing syntenic-block markers due 
to highly rearranged gene position – as is also seen in the L. japonicus genome; but the 
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chromosome number increased to 11 from 9 in ancestral node A6. The chromosome number 
event that resulted in an increased chromosome count from n=9 to n=10 occurred along the 
path from A8 to A1, prior to the divergence of A. duranensis and A. ipaensis. 
In this study, we reconstructed the most recent common ancestor of all selected legume 
species with 9 ancestral chromosomes (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3). This is consistent with a previous 
review of the distribution of chromosome numbers in Leguminosae (Fig. 4.6) (Doyle, 2012). 
The earliest divergence in legumes used in this study is between the two Arachis species (in 
the dalbergioid clade) and the other seven included species (Fig. 4.6). Consistent with our 
results, the most common chromosome number in the dalbergioid clade is 10 (Doyle, 2012). 
The genistoid clade, which also diverged near the time of the origin of the dalbergioid clade, 
has an inferred base chromosome number of 9 – again, based on evaluation of chromosome 
counts across this clade. The reconstructed ancestor in this study should be located prior to the 
divergence of the dalbergioid clade, likely near the divergence of genistoid clade (Fig. 4.6). 
The count of 9 chromosomes in our reconstructed ancestor is reasonable around that time point. 
The base chromosome number of all legumes is likely n=7, suggested by previous reviews 
(Goldblatt, 1981; Doyle, 2012). The early-diverging papilionoid lineages have a chromosome 
count of n=14, which would be a natural result of a doubling from n=7 in a WGD event (Fig. 
4.6). Then, there would have been a chromosome reduction to n=9 prior to the diversification 
into the genistoid, dalbergioid, and remaining papilionoid lineages (Fig. 4.6). With the earliest 
branching legume genus being Arachis in this study, we can neither support or deny this 
statement. However, with the availability of high-quality reference genomes of those early-
branching legume species in the future, we should be able to verify this statement and 
understand more details about the chromosome number evolution in legumes. 
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For other ancestral nodes in our study (excluding A8), most of the reconstructed 
genomes (5 out of 7) have 9 chromosomes (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.3). We mapped each of these 
ancestral nodes to their possible locations in the phylogeny of the papilionoid legumes, 
comparing these with chromosome numbers from Doyle’s review (Fig. 4.6) (Doyle, 2012). 
Although the base chromosome numbers of the Loteae (n=7, 8) and IRLC (n=8) clades are 
very close, the chromosome number of 9 in ancestral node A3 and A2 indicates that the 
chromosome number increased in the Robinieae clade (n=10, 11) and reduced in Loteae (n=7, 
8) and IRLC (n=8) clades independently (Fig. 4.6). We notice that the fusion events causing 
chromosome number reduction in M. truncatula and C. arietinum are very similar, since 
ancestral chromosome A2.03 and A2.04 fused together in both cases (Fig. 4.3D, 4.3E). This 
suggests that there might be uncertainty about the timing of the chromosome number reduction 
in these two species, and it is possible that the reduction occurred prior to the divergence of 
the two species. This uncertainty can be solved by including more high-quality reference 
genomes in the IRLC clade in the future. The chromosome number of 9 in ancestral node A6 
and A5 suggests that the base chromosome number of the millettioid clade is 9, and it increased 
in different lineages within the millettioid clade separately. Considering the base chromosome 
number of 9 in clade mirbelioids (Fig. 4.6), these observations together suggests the base 
chromosome number of all these clades (Millettieae, IRLC, Robinieae, Loteae and mirbelioids) 
is 9, and it increased or reduced in different clades independently. However, resolving and 
confirming these changes with greater resolution will require additional species coverage.  
In this study, we used P. vulgaris as the reference genome for calculating syntenic 
blocks – on the basis of the apparent completeness and quality of P. vulgaris as the reference 
genome. However, the choice of the initial reference genome has the potential of pulling the 
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state of the nearest ancestral node closer to this reference. However, we only included syntenic 
blocks present in most of the selected legumes, which should minimize the effect of the choice 
of reference genome. We performed a simulation test by excluding syntenic blocks that are 
missing in M. truncatula after combining syntenic blocks across all selected species, and 
reconstructing ancestral genomes using the simulated data. This test simulated the situation 
where M. truncatula was chosen as the reference genome, because those syntenic blocks 
missing in M. truncatula wouldn’t be identified in the first place in this situation. Regarding 
the chromosome number changes, the result from the simulation test is consistent with the 
result obtained by setting P. vulgaris as the reference genome, except for ancestral node A2 
which is the most recent common ancestor of M. truncatula and C. arietinum. In the simulation 
test, A2 has 8 chromosomes instead of 9, suggesting the chromosome number reduction 
occurred prior to the divergence of M. truncatula and C. arietinum. This is plausible since the 
fusion events causing chromosome number reduction in the two genomes are very similar, in 
terms of chromosome A2.03 and A2.04 fusing together in both cases (Fig. 4.3D, 4.3E). This 
result supports the uncertainty of the timing of chromosome number reduction described above 
in the IRLC clade. However, chromosome numbers at all other ancestral nodes are supported 
by both the main study and the simulation test. 
We reconstructed the ancestral genomes of selected legume species from syntenic-
block markers using MLGO software and synteny-based markers. With the ability of handling 
insertions, deletions and duplication in MLGO, we successfully included G. max, which has 
an exclusive WGD. The reconstructed ancestral genomes enable us to infer and better 
understand the evolutionary history at the chromosome level in legumes. With the availability 
of more high-quality reference genomes in the future, we can reconstruct the ancestral genomes 
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in a higher resolution. This could help us better dissect the chromosome evolution history in 
legumes, which is a large plant family with a challenging phylogenetic history. 
Methods 
Genome assembly and annotation access 
Genome assemblies and annotations of selected species used in ancestral genome 
reconstruction are publicly available online. Genome assemblies and annotations of Arachis 
duranensis, Arachis ipaensis are available on PeanutBase website 
(https://www.peanutbase.org/). Genome assemblies and annotations of Cajanus cajan, Glycine 
max, Phaseolus vulgaris, Vigna radiata, Lotus japonicus, Medicago truncatula, and Cicer 
arietinum are available on Legume Information System website (https://legumeinfo.org/). 
Genome assembly of Prunus persica is available at Phytozome 
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html). 
Synteny calculation in selected species 
Synteny was calculated between P. vulgaris and each of the other selected species. 
Peptide sequences were used to perform the synteny analysis. BLAST was used to perform the 
search for homologous sequence pairs with e value ≤ 1 x 10-10 (Camacho et al., 2009). After 
getting the blast result, the top hit of each query sequence was selected. Synteny was calculated 
for each of those species pairs using DAGchainer (Haas et al., 2004). KS values for aligned 
genes were calculated using the codeml method from the PAML package (Yang, 2007). 
Median KS values were taken for each syntenic block. Syntenic blocks were manually checked, 
and overlapping syntenic blocks were removed using following rules: (1) remove the one with 
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larger KS value; (2) remove smaller one when having similar KS values; (3) remove the one 
match to distant location or different chromosome comparing to adjacent blocks. For synteny 
between P. vulgaris and G. max, blocks were defined as overlapping when one block in P. 
vulgaris matches to more than two blocks in G. max. 
Combining syntenic blocks into syntenic-block markers 
Gene pairs within syntenic blocks were used as anchors to combine syntenic blocks 
across all selected species. First, the syntenic blocks were broke down into just gene pairs by 
removing the block information lines for the comparison between P. vulgaris and one of the 
selected species. The start and end gene pairs of each syntenic block were marked using unique 
(distinguish start and end) symbols. Then, another synteny was added to the existing file using 
the gene pairs within syntenic blocks between P. vulgaris and one of the remaining species. 
The start and end gene pairs of each syntenic block in this newly added comparison were also 
marked using unique (distinguish start and end) symbols. This was done repeatedly till all 
selected species were added. When adding synteny, G. max was treated as two species since it 
should have two copies for most of the syntenic blocks. Gene lines which have more than two 
copies missing in selected legume species were removed. After removing missing data, 
syntenic blocks were redefined in each species based on the genes and start/end symbols. The 
newly defined syntenic blocks were used as syntenic-block markers across all selected species. 
Syntenic-block markers with less than 4 genes in them were discarded. For each selected 
species, syntenic-block markers with gene missing rate higher than 50% were treated as absent 
in that species. 
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Reconstruction of ancestral genomes 
Input file was generated based on the presenting markers and their orientations in each 
selected species. Web server MLGO were used to reconstruct the ancestral genomes of selected 
legume species (Hu et al., 2014). The inference target was set as Ancestral Genomic 
reconstruction (SPP) and the phylogeny of all selected species was specified (Fig. C1). 
Linear visualization of ancestral and current genomes 
For each syntenic-block marker, median block length of all selected legume species 
was assigned as the length of that marker. A unique color was defined for each ancestral 
chromosome in reconstructed ancestor A8, and the presenting markers in A8 were assigned 
colors based on the chromosome they belong to. A diagonal line was drawn for each of the 
ancestral chromosome in A8. These together gives each of the presenting markers in A8 a 
unique combination of color and line crossing it, so that each of those presenting markers can 
be tracked (both position and orientation) through the whole phylogeny. Regions not covered 
by presenting markers in A8 were assigned gray color. Then the chromosomes in each ancestral 
and current genome were visualized in a linear layout. 
Identification of core legume markers and GO enrichment analysis 
A syntenic-block marker was identified as core legume marker if this marker presents 
in all selected legume species and all reconstructed ancestors. P. vulgaris genes in core legume 
markers were extracted, and the annotation of those P. vulgaris genes were retrieved. GO 
enrichment analysis of biological process was performed for those P. vulgaris genes in core 
legume markers using TAIR with default settings (Lamesch et al., 2011). 
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Circle visualization of ancestral and current genomes 
Circle visualizations of genomes and links between two genomes were created using 
Circos software package (Krzywinski et al., 2009). The two genomes in a comparison were 
scaled so that each of them occupies half of the circle. A unique color was assigned for each 
chromosome index, which means the first chromosome in the left half will have the same color 
as the first chromosome in the right half. Links were generated based on the presenting 
syntenic-block markers in the two genomes. The same marker was connected by a colored link 
between the two halves of the circle. The colors of the links were assigned to the same color 
as the chromosome, in which they located, in the right half of the circle. The gene densities of 
selected species were calculated using sliding-window method with window size of 1 mb and 
step size of 100 kb. 
Construction of legume-focused gene families 
Gene families used in this study were the legume-focused families from the NSF 
Legume Federation project (NSF DBI#1444806). This is a set of 18,543 gene families, 
constructed to be monophyletic for the legume family, and including proteomes from fourteen 
major crop and model legumes, and five non-legume species used for phylogenetic rooting and 
evolutionary context (Table C2). 
Gene families were generated as follows (summarizing method details from 
https://github.com/LegumeFederation/legfed_gene_families). All-by-all comparisons of all 
protein sequences were calculated using BLAST (Camacho et al., 2009), with post-processing 
filters of 50% query coverage and 60% identity. The top two matches per query were used to 
generate nucleotide alignments of coding sequences - which were used, in turn, to calculate 
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synonymous (KS) counts per gene pair. For each species pair, histograms of KS frequencies 
were used as the basis for choosing per-species KS cutoffs for that species pair in the legumes. 
A list of all-by-all matches, filtered to remove all pairs with KS values greater than the per-
species-pair KS cutoff, was used for Markov clustering implemented in the MCL program 
(Enright et al., 2002), with inflation parameter 1.2, and relative score values (transformed from 
KS values) indicated with the -abc flag. Sequence alignments were then generated for all 
families using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004), and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) were calculated 
using the HMMER package (Mistry et al., 2013). Family membership was evaluated relative 
to median HMM bitscores for each family, with sequences scoring less than 40% of the median 
HMM bitscore for the family being removed. The HMMs were then recalculated from families 
(without low-scoring outliers), and were used as targets for HMM search of all sequences in 
the proteome sets - including those omitted during the initial KS filtering. Again, sequences 
scoring less than 40% of the median HMM bitscore for the family were removed. Prior to 
calculating phylogenetic trees, the HMM alignments from the resulting family sets were 
trimmed of non-aligning characters (characters outside the HMM match states). Phylogenies 
were calculated using RAxML (Stamatakis et al., 2008), with model PROTGAMMAAUTO, 
and rooted using the closest available outgroup species. 
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Figure 4.1 Length distribution of syntenic-block markers. The X-axis represents the genomic 
length of syntenic-block markers in kb, and the Y-axis represents the count of markers at that 
length. Each species is represented in the graph by a unique color, along with the median length 
of each syntenic-block marker across all selected legume species. 
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Figure 4.2 Reconstructed ancestral genomes of selected legume species. Reconstructed 
ancestral genomes and genomes of selected species are presented in a tree display. Each 
selected species and ancestral node is displayed in a black rectangle with color-coded 
chromosomes. Each syntenic-block marker can be tracked (in both location and orientation) 
using a unique combination of color and the diagonal line crossing it. The names of the 
ancestral nodes are assigned by MLGO software. The chromosome number of each genome is 
denoted either below the species name or after the ancestral node name. 
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Figure 4.3 Circle display of pairwise comparisons between genomes. Each circle represents a 
comparison either between two ancestral genomes or between ancestral and current genome. 
Each of the two genomes being compared is scaled to occupy half of the circle. Chromosomes 
of each genome are colored and placed from top to bottom based on the index. Same syntenic-
block markers are connected using colored links, which follow the same color rule as the right 
half of the circle. Gene densities of current genomes are displayed in colored histogram outside 
the chromosome bar. (A) A8 vs. A7; (B) A7 vs. A3; (C) A3 vs. A2; (D) A2 vs. M. truncatula; 
(E) A2 vs. C. arietinum; (F) A3 vs. L. japonicus. 
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Figure 4.4 Circle display of pairwise comparisons between genomes. Each circle represents a 
comparison either between two ancestral genomes or between ancestral and current genome. 
Each of the two genomes being compared is scaled to occupy half of the circle. Chromosomes 
of each genome are colored and placed from top to bottom based on the index. Same syntenic-
block markers are connected using colored links, which follow the same color rule as the right 
half of the circle. Gene densities of current genomes are displayed in colored histogram outside 
the chromosome bar. (A) A6 vs. A5; (B) A5 vs. A4; (C) A4 vs. P. vulgaris; (D) A4 vs. V. 
radiata; (E) A5 vs. G. max; (F) A6 vs. C. cajan. 
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Figure 4.5 Circle display of pairwise comparisons between genomes. Each circle represents a 
comparison either between two ancestral genomes or between ancestral and current genome. 
Each of the two genomes being compared is scaled to occupy half of the circle. Chromosomes 
of each genome are colored and placed from top to bottom based on the index. Same syntenic-
block markers are connected using colored links, which follow the same color rule as the right 
half of the circle. Gene densities of current genomes are displayed in colored histogram outside 
the chromosome bar. (A) A8 vs. A1; (B) A1 vs. A. duranensis; (C) A1 vs. A. ipaensis. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Reconstructed chromosome number mapped to phylogeny of legumes. The 
phylogeny and the base chromosome numbers are from Doyle’s review (Doyle, 2012). Names 
of selected legume species are presented in blue after the name of the clade in which they are 
located. Reconstructed ancestral nodes are represented in orange stars, and are mapped to their 
most likely locations in the phylogeny. 
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Table 4.1 Genome assemblies and annotations used in ancestral genome reconstruction 
Species Genotype Assembly Annotation Citation 
A. duranensis V14167 1 1 Bertioli et al. (2016) 
A. ipaensis K30076 1 1 Bertioli et al. (2016) 
C. cajan ICPL87119 1 1 Varshney et al. (2012) 
G. max Williams 82 2 1 Schmutz et al. (2010) 
P. vulgaris G19833 2 1 Schmutz et al. (2014) 
V. radiata VC1973A 6 1 Kang et al. (2014) 
L. japonicus MG20 3 1 Sato et al. (2008) 
M. truncatula A17_HM341 4 2 Tang et al. (2014) 
C. arietinum Frontier 1 1 Varshney et al. (2013) 
P. persica Lovell 2 2.1 International Peach Genome et al. (2013) 
 
Table 4.2 Basic statistics of syntenic-block markers in selected species 
 No. of 
blocks 
Min 
length 
Max 
length 
Average 
length 
Median 
length 
Arachis duranensis 584 12,543 1,976,937 223,053.9 164,818 
Arachis ipaensis 581 18,963 2,464,242 254,503.7 194,728 
Cajanus cajan 448 24,341 1,217,109 166,323.6 116,871.5 
Glycine max 1,225 10,097 1,097,326 129,599.0 87,772 
Phaseolus vulgaris 630 14,665 1,062,293 165,065.7 117,164 
Vigna radiata 574 8,858 1,023,216 146,526.6 103,752.5 
Lotus japonicus 419 7,746 945,620 146,448.2 95,896 
Medicago truncatula 619 16,758 1,363,064 167,958.9 110,095 
Cicer arietinum 600 16,754 1,135,222 135,169.0 91,967 
Prunus persica 326 10,503 1,204,557 169,215.5 92,616 
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Table 4.3 Number of chromosomes and markers in reconstructed ancestral nodes 
 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 
Chr No. 10 9 9 10 9 9 9 9 
Marker No. 607 630 630 630 630 630 630 607 
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CHAPTER 5.    GENERAL CONCLUSION 
The development of improved sequencing and assembly techniques has enabled the 
emergence of high-quality reference genome of many plant species. The availability of these 
genomes provides us a valuable opportunity to investigate and understand these plant species 
and their evolutionary histories. In this dissertation, we utilized the high-quality reference 
genomes of several plant species (mainly legumes) to illustrate two aspects of plant genome 
evolution: (1) genome size reduction following genomic rearrangement; (2) ancestral genome 
reconstruction of legume species and chromosome number evolution. Through the 
evolutionary analysis in three separate but related manuscripts, we drew following conclusions 
regarding the research questions asked above. 
Our study shows that the inversions can lead to subsequent genome size reduction 
through the net genomic sequence loss in inverted regions. Intergenic sequences and TEs are 
the main sources of sequence loss in the inverted regions. Illegitimate recombination is likely 
the primary mechanism causing the sequence deletions rather than unequal intrastrand 
recombination. The net sequence loss is due to more rapid sequence losses at the newly distal 
end, compared with much slower sequence gains at the newly proximal end. This means that 
the locational difference in sequence losses and gains is mainly responsible for the genome 
size reduction. Our results indicate that the chromosomal location determines the 
recombination rate, which is the major driver behind the sequence loss processes. Thus, 
relocating a genomic segment to a different chromosomal environment changes the landscape 
of recombination, which then affects the sequence losses and gains within that genomic 
segment. 
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Our results suggest that the genome size reduction process is dynamic and extends over 
a long evolutionary timeframe (several million years). Observations in our study indicate that 
the genome size reduction process starts with the difference in very long sequence deletions 
then spreads to mid-length deletions later, with the average length of sequence deletions 
becoming shorter over time after the inversions. We argue that the genome size reduction 
process is more rapid in the early generations after the inversion, because we see a higher rate 
of size reduction of the inverted regions in more recent inversions. Strong human selection in 
cultivated plant species might facilitate the process of size reduction in inverted regions, by 
unintentionally helping with the fixation of sequence deletion polymorphisms in a population 
while selecting for preferable phenotypes. 
Our model of genome size reduction is general. We observe the model to hold not only 
in Arachis species, where we first noticed the pattern, but in several other plant genomes tested 
(in both monocots and dicots). Our results also show that the model of genome size reduction 
still holds shortly following polyploidy. Indeed, the model should hold for any genome in 
which the following conditions are present: higher rates of recombination near chromosome 
ends, abundant non-genic material available for removal following genomic rearrangements, 
and ongoing transposon activity to gradually build up transposon densities in 
proximal/pericentromeric regions. 
Our study also reconstructed the ancestral genomes for selected legume species using 
syntenic-block markers, and examined the history of chromosome evolution in these species. 
We infer that the most recent common ancestor of all of the selected legume species (all within 
the Papilionoideae subfamily) has 9 chromosomes. The base chromosome number of all 
legumes is likely n=7, suggested by previous reviews (Goldblatt, 1981; Doyle, 2012). The 
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early-diverging papilionoid lineages have a chromosome count of n=14, which would be a 
natural result of a doubling from n=7 in a WGD event. Then, there would have been a 
chromosome reduction to n=9 prior to the diversification into the genistoid, dalbergioid, and 
remaining papilionoid lineages. The chromosome number reduced to 8 in M. truncatula and 
C. arietinum (in the IRLC clade) separately, which we infer were due to two separate single 
fusion events. However, the chromosome number reduced to 6 in L. japonicus (in the Loteae 
clade) through series of (possibly many) rearrangement events. We infer that the chromosome 
number increased mostly independently in C. cajan (n=11), G. max (n=20), P. vulgaris (n=11) 
and V. radiata (n=11) (all in the millettioid clade). The chromosome number event that resulted 
in an chromosome count increase to 10 occurred prior to the divergence of A. duranensis and 
A. ipaensis (in the dalbergioid clade). 
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APPENDIX A.    CHAPTER 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
Figure A1 Gene density differences along the chromosome between Ai and Ad. X-axis is the 
index of 500 partitions along the chromosome, and Y-axis is the gene density difference of 
each partition. Regions in the blue rectangles are the inverted regions between two Arachis 
species. Inverted regions show unusual density difference with more positive differences at the 
distal end and more negative differences at the proximal end. (A)(B)(C)(D)(E) Gene density 
differences along chromosome. The chromosomes being compared are indicated on each graph. 
(A)(B)(C)(D) show chromosomes with inversions, whereas (E) shows chromosome without 
inversion 
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Figure A2 Number of unaligned sequences in different length intervals. X-axis is the length 
intervals of unaligned sequences, and Y-axis is the number of unaligned sequences. Blue bars 
represent number of unaligned sequences in Ai, whereas orange bars represent that in Ad. (A) 
Number of unaligned sequences in length intervals from 1 to 9 bp. (B) Number of unaligned 
sequences in length intervals from 10 to 99 bp. (C) Number of unaligned sequences in length 
intervals from 100 to 999 bp. (D) Number of unaligned sequences in length intervals from 
1,000 to 9,999 bp. (E) Number of unaligned sequences in length intervals from 10,000 bp to 
longer. 
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Figure A3 Test of genome size reduction model between Phaseolus vulgaris and Vigna 
radiata. (A) Dot-plot comparison between P. vulgaris chromosome 8 and V. radiata 
chromosome 6 reveals an inversion which is highlighted by red rectangle. (B) Dot-plot 
comparison between V. radiata chromosome 6 and Glycine max chromosome 2 suggests that 
the inversion occurred in P. vulgaris. (C) Size ratios of syntenic blocks between P. vulgaris 
chromosome 8 and V. radiata chromosome 6. Inverted region is highlighted by red rectangle. 
The size ratios are calculated as V. radiata/P. vulgaris, and are shown in the blue-white-red 
gradient. 
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Figure A4 Test of genome size reduction model between Sorghum bicolor and Setaria italica. 
(A) Dot-plot comparison between S. bicolor chromosome 4 and S. italica chromosome 1 
reveals an inversion which is highlighted by red rectangle. (B) Dot-plot comparison between 
S. bicolor chromosome 4 and Brachypodium distachyon chromosome 3 suggests that the 
inversion occurred in S. italica. (C) Size ratios of syntenic blocks between S. bicolor 
chromosome 4 and S. italica chromosome 1. Inverted region is highlighted by red rectangle. 
The size ratios are calculated as S. bicolor/S. italica, and are shown in the blue-white-red 
gradient. 
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Figure A5 Dot-plot comparisons indicate an inversion occurred in Zea mays. (A) Dot-plot 
comparison between Z. mays chromosome 3 and Sorghum bicolor chromosome 3 reveals an 
inversion which is highlighted by red rectangle. (B) Dot-plot comparison between S. bicolor 
chromosome 3 and Brachypodium distachyon chromosome 2 suggests that the inversion 
occurred in Z. mays. 
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Figure A6 Size ratios of syntenic blocks between Zea mays chromosome 3 and Sorghum 
bicolor chromosome 3. Inverted region is highlighted by blue rectangle. The size ratios are 
calculated as S. bicolor/Z. mays, and are shown in the blue-white-red gradient. 
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Table A1. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B01 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B01 53288 1717721 A01 9720874 12027097 
B01 1979526 9658916 A01 2955751 8232634 
B01 9886909 13887700 A01 1225941 2919650 
B01 14150373 14760937 A01 989565 1217270 
B01 14997114 16889071 A01 192586 942018 
B01 17125379 17229197 A01 63347 127681 
B01 17499425 18347343 A01 12606227 13560097 
B01 18601090 19131649 A01 13791721 14122767 
B01 20124200 20234114 A01 14876844 14955796 
B01 20449096 21132627 A01 15035262 15578058 
B01 21961069 22329046 A01 16406750 16674816 
B01 23099518 23535795 A01 17266300 17645593 
B01 24864624 25876629 A01 19084733 19879820 
B01 26262643 26380454 A01 20274919 20435384 
B01 27359817 27485787 A01 21223612 21325826 
B01 28657835 28970147 A01 22135443 22464286 
B01 29031871 29256890 A01 22820791 23005169 
B01 33166362 33387453 A01 27129644 27309985 
B01 33652527 34331727 A01 27740563 28282358 
B01 34947510 35287200 A01 28796440 29094846 
B01 36712459 36857895 A01 30279906 30392126 
B01 37779392 37959357 A01 31069616 31452251 
B01 38995669 39649494 A01 32180762 32861691 
B01 42026540 42186188 A01 35578518 35769702 
B01 43456078 43775927 A01 36409262 36672421 
B01 45632685 46472101 A01 37850506 38365853 
B01 50848547 50924642 A01 42712369 42904100 
B01 53027331 53131487 A01 44108344 44309834 
B01 57959530 58176847 A01 47452344 47709151 
B01 58817302 59082778 A01 48438201 48669693 
B01 60200166 60556538 A01 49885040 50390277 
B01 100547585 100896868 A01 69863604 70557608 
B01 108452418 108775645 A01 77706028 77791049 
B01 110305867 110515899 A01 106770433 106843792 
B01 110842005 111039117 A01 106665754 106726899 
B01 112162069 112340971 A01 106518771 106561459 
B01 113768947 113972450 A01 106111533 106216568 
B01 114203521 114482146 A01 105862222 106063294 
B01 114748601 115285170 A01 105562962 105811636 
B01 115602576 116273002 A01 105294014 105562243 
B01 116676832 117031150 A01 105036024 105260941 
B01 117341237 117718565 A01 104812715 104945216 
B01 118460215 118702053 A01 104603867 104712046 
B01 119224071 119886638 A01 104269524 104597347 
B01 120097025 120630078 A01 103927514 104201000 
B01 121225924 121411089 A01 103776221 103882768 
B01 121641903 121800296 A01 103532185 103679698 
B01 121992777 122188237 A01 101285613 101355946 
B01 122570225 125068625 A01 99894733 101274713 
B01 125298660 126494973 A01 98970771 99754239 
B01 126860271 128100774 A01 97962540 98935913 
B01 128207654 128379470 A01 97609120 97727673 
B01 128853037 132664525 A01 94502905 97497034 
B01 133358245 137102797 A01 89998934 94332424 
B01 137107817 137362988 A01 89417045 89715093 
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Table A2. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B02 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B02 295578 735652 A02 42319 496975 
B02 692072 1636039 A02 1419387 2160025 
B02 1695233 2726072 A02 2333318 3398597 
B02 3705209 4111605 A02 3417674 3814017 
B02 4867720 6952641 A02 3849960 5683340 
B02 7638201 8149669 A02 5830342 6233541 
B02 8374429 11023887 A02 6316371 8477366 
B02 11558845 11614377 A02 8494918 8544980 
B02 11829860 12614182 A02 8708599 9406933 
B02 12828050 14270151 A02 9725402 11030959 
B02 15381215 15621953 A02 12353223 12578104 
B02 15832299 15864150 A02 12694027 12749511 
B02 16175130 16333764 A02 12776287 12952866 
B02 17083716 17570007 A02 13987572 14272787 
B02 18148310 18532750 A02 14854220 15417567 
B02 18950828 19283368 A02 16286378 16640291 
B02 19294398 19506907 A02 16682307 16954416 
B02 21058114 21482115 A02 18463723 19130407 
B02 21894239 22284055 A02 19913415 20265975 
B02 22543035 22721290 A02 20465599 20525407 
B02 24247913 24815420 A02 22452113 22774177 
B02 26846452 27021180 A02 24836915 24944691 
B02 28300388 28512294 A02 26487033 26652119 
B02 29679408 29863245 A02 28646217 28783953 
B02 34096859 34260096 A02 30984697 31167182 
B02 34263214 34362683 A02 31913480 32064692 
B02 56923382 57214348 A02 47293085 47573316 
B02 61909819 62008328 A02 52237062 52371629 
B02 63095844 63313714 A02 53263681 53581275 
B02 69161530 69687480 A02 60292696 60793086 
B02 70190834 70724150 A02 61078044 61334510 
B02 74024271 74311012 A02 62643433 63138729 
B02 75108418 75236943 A02 63673568 63848199 
B02 75965863 76158190 A02 64315129 64509002 
B02 76796595 76929638 A02 65324436 65555238 
B02 77755308 77910980 A02 66678616 66870578 
B02 78500092 78992664 A02 67401125 67839990 
B02 79596160 79856172 A02 68413207 68625704 
B02 80276396 80810574 A02 68660305 69022126 
B02 82360561 82535444 A02 70553504 70722324 
B02 82640472 83040429 A02 70954820 71323788 
B02 83287952 83661846 A02 71522511 71899635 
B02 84483608 84835300 A02 72977243 73492708 
B02 85146121 85837273 A02 73629460 74426784 
B02 86133944 86293587 A02 74718879 74847997 
B02 86662626 86923861 A02 75529313 75782483 
B02 87149882 87384384 A02 76040556 76236425 
B02 87743771 90527175 A02 76734469 79212068 
B02 90756214 91134692 A02 79216924 79595683 
B02 91305718 91539434 A02 79574354 79833557 
B02 91858180 94095055 A02 80079835 82358127 
B02 94392280 94804617 A02 82486135 82717429 
B02 94833844 96233541 A02 82981027 84195988 
B02 96518972 97349217 A02 84296357 84936210 
B02 97639845 97873887 A02 85134450 85316729 
B02 98110047 101473251 A02 85448606 88299089 
B02 101804741 102725954 A02 88413129 89218303 
B02 103023192 105169608 A02 89455304 91469019 
B02 105877151 108689520 A02 91401067 93823229 
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Table A3. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B03 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B03 2029315 4928390 A03 35818 2822720 
B03 5413090 11239278 A03 2823455 7852736 
B03 10487240 10523318 A03 7903389 7950373 
B03 11237061 13355850 A03 8053565 10183534 
B03 13359880 13649542 A03 10554158 10734314 
B03 14010060 17779641 A03 11428508 14603133 
B03 17785734 18002528 A03 15678039 15836303 
B03 18599709 23529491 A03 16436853 21180901 
B03 23709382 26263997 A03 21381505 23520057 
B03 26503327 27543493 A03 23549465 24809622 
B03 27661551 28849933 A03 25057213 26132207 
B03 28603110 28792433 A03 25938302 26052909 
B03 29179749 29627669 A03 26419319 27067504 
B03 29866672 31639039 A03 27231871 28929832 
B03 31837371 33620796 A03 28976513 30605305 
B03 33651724 33935286 A03 30626063 30959317 
B03 34224629 34820989 A03 31079286 31684719 
B03 35190085 36691484 A03 31814917 33464216 
B03 37623509 38205976 A03 34585989 35225975 
B03 38963137 39242598 A03 35907565 36169060 
B03 39535545 39974775 A03 36463965 37017319 
B03 44527018 44789011 A03 39149045 39348780 
B03 44881339 45053110 A03 42083794 42244873 
B03 45129669 45214219 A03 42959140 43070273 
B03 47588776 47700079 A03 65495449 65554158 
B03 47883304 48014078 A03 45774553 46103041 
B03 49269464 49625054 A03 47722814 48336939 
B03 72820993 73122788 A03 71563706 72237861 
B03 90060128 90128419 A03 89843361 89881095 
B03 94410772 94607981 A03 93971877 94057342 
B03 100892550 100904979 A03 99106617 99118969 
B03 104748441 104762764 A03 102751992 102914911 
B03 105334928 105924168 A03 103594591 104221659 
B03 106798675 106891066 A03 104870721 104965971 
B03 107769963 107912567 A03 106064011 106489587 
B03 108091049 108784330 A03 107147503 107611035 
B03 108968329 109794393 A03 107864085 108500243 
B03 109888060 110675321 A03 108778760 109207473 
B03 110968807 111200391 A03 109325543 109567576 
B03 111621253 112445273 A03 110078137 110878261 
B03 112681871 112853145 A03 111043450 111245272 
B03 113343220 113992201 A03 111337653 111918498 
B03 114699289 114754657 A03 112301669 112385277 
B03 114800427 117374322 A03 112625696 115028840 
B03 117506298 117544134 A03 115583224 115675050 
B03 117848500 117919602 A03 115944100 116082485 
B03 118317437 119191609 A03 116215146 116972199 
B03 119301383 119651650 A03 118067051 118475136 
B03 119810673 121245609 A03 118707166 120271390 
B03 121270454 132186776 A03 120653490 131219401 
B03 132387111 133288519 A03 131259012 132139573 
B03 133408738 134578414 A03 132351731 133398788 
B03 135081955 136054526 A03 134038921 134973814 
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Table A4. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B04 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B04 475531 2763087 A04 60895 2148131 
B04 3353431 12119035 A04 2183154 10547492 
B04 12655555 13464851 A04 11029030 11671199 
B04 13516311 13907184 A04 12086901 12431398 
B04 14025804 14301733 A04 12651750 12952297 
B04 14613136 15575264 A04 13611980 14932203 
B04 15591255 15845947 A04 15283902 15458668 
B04 16232078 16633440 A04 16100120 16486549 
B04 16987768 17633428 A04 16965582 17857041 
B04 17699735 18072830 A04 18153305 18509789 
B04 19173218 19462800 A04 19734791 20030549 
B04 19744940 20263363 A04 20154023 20554616 
B04 20393802 21091572 A04 20779152 21691008 
B04 21615299 21981132 A04 22624530 23036156 
B04 22624546 22770536 A04 23502599 23602416 
B04 23214752 23347545 A04 24882978 24970879 
B04 24143562 24569531 A04 25678821 26126091 
B04 27078733 27246233 A04 29084506 29223205 
B04 28765480 28924853 A04 30733340 30924290 
B04 29560601 30139015 A04 31113342 31780243 
B04 37503940 37617188 A04 38030953 38107131 
B04 39343213 39587058 A04 39314405 39437097 
B04 39595003 40388739 A04 39758019 40486448 
B04 78296893 78600699 A04 73594569 73782682 
B04 80257090 80762412 A04 74936772 75152379 
B04 82078602 82116988 A04 76151980 76350755 
B04 88922387 89533372 A04 82028468 82704646 
B04 94166603 94386434 A04 85193463 85320633 
B04 95743115 96267315 A04 87297012 87784599 
B04 98997831 99286755 A04 90662557 90993756 
B04 99536696 99870267 A04 91132839 91333497 
B04 100226596 100596103 A04 91388102 91651487 
B04 101075325 101386653 A04 92192584 92452383 
B04 101779195 102081518 A04 93028688 93321163 
B04 102323930 103461458 A04 93541829 94462500 
B04 103575178 103744111 A04 94987542 95184051 
B04 104257269 104607711 A04 95275910 95443311 
B04 105221849 106052527 A04 95620027 96274773 
B04 106837780 107179124 A04 97226878 97598168 
B04 108060617 108540850 A04 98708170 99225253 
B04 109900554 110113569 A04 100114019 100249000 
B04 110430560 110585771 A04 101314862 101537874 
B04 111078271 111984856 A04 102053096 102849168 
B04 111890935 112987115 A04 103708716 104582096 
B04 113428049 114191387 A04 104884003 105624819 
B04 114356147 115253615 A04 106095661 107025436 
B04 115665384 115735922 A04 107160086 107234908 
B04 115827553 116949700 A04 107481144 108614442 
B04 117184626 117624151 A04 108726599 109186982 
B04 117828801 118649846 A04 109153709 110059483 
B04 119351715 119494595 A04 110616253 110749285 
B04 119711843 119900895 A04 110794628 110895791 
B04 120320603 120601014 A04 110913560 111280554 
B04 120644489 121692096 A04 111548391 112478287 
B04 122473817 123938601 A04 112695339 113908753 
B04 122815352 122879183 A04 113985071 114045017 
B04 122906766 122983116 A04 114111338 114169594 
B04 123973438 124306564 A04 114196772 114534461 
B04 124419032 126774474 A04 114764325 117035998 
B04 127006873 127438316 A04 117052503 117591639 
B04 127659314 133563418 A04 117725696 123544293 
B04 130716890 130896136 A04 120409302 120559642 
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Table A5. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B05 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B05 42957 2758697 A05 7274 2976321 
B05 2765748 3115629 A05 3022063 3435337 
B05 3143757 3209303 A05 3435950 3498899 
B05 3441365 12942828 A05 3535733 12136094 
B05 13047860 13239254 A05 12423407 12592962 
B05 13519309 14188591 A05 12688865 13387424 
B05 14355487 14570484 A05 13469205 13673724 
B05 14646263 16319197 A05 13740262 15573256 
B05 15716225 15792409 A05 14855393 15019783 
B05 16518221 19521255 A05 15928008 19144697 
B05 19779493 21580950 A05 19471650 21524652 
B05 21655382 22115041 A05 21735402 22255243 
B05 22444424 22809125 A05 22354363 22615561 
B05 23166996 23288369 A05 22851714 22990293 
B05 23575100 23777393 A05 23381620 23501172 
B05 24015226 24375501 A05 23649272 23991536 
B05 25015677 25497600 A05 24837230 25301695 
B05 25547870 25696844 A05 25555479 25669870 
B05 25900464 26263632 A05 25823496 26071156 
B05 26724227 26898397 A05 26669837 26936336 
B05 27138321 27352879 A05 27385650 27590876 
B05 29175363 29568112 A05 32177634 32825094 
B05 29875407 29934285 A05 33274249 33463842 
B05 30918096 31970660 A05 33836073 35184274 
B05 35307124 35525911 A05 41947884 42023179 
B05 36263580 36421437 A05 50575669 50786318 
B05 43367630 43418154 A05 48430000 48519191 
B05 45261392 45317249 A05 51180224 51266093 
B05 104400112 104688552 A05 104759821 104831952 
B05 106200673 107020805 A05 104347770 104609990 
B05 107755558 108076237 A05 104173715 104285607 
B05 111580959 111654832 A05 103777226 103813108 
B05 112141485 112733663 A05 103485003 103662853 
B05 114099824 114475256 A05 103251555 103357973 
B05 114924847 115090503 A05 103098035 103177613 
B05 115329807 115865891 A05 102897413 103081485 
B05 116451939 116674737 A05 102763507 102835463 
B05 116883276 117806928 A05 102434191 102725725 
B05 118298469 118375256 A05 102338452 102400073 
B05 119236297 121247998 A05 101244080 102130767 
B05 121634917 123577935 A05 100157415 101165734 
B05 123778424 124000046 A05 99957668 100096124 
B05 124520754 125941293 A05 99131192 99838865 
B05 126310933 126794734 A05 98219806 98567633 
B05 126944805 128092983 A05 97250558 97978413 
B05 128326808 128862388 A05 96896978 97214274 
B05 129094049 129435840 A05 96617433 96780276 
B05 130246325 130414724 A05 96162603 96316611 
B05 130936778 131069092 A05 95956029 96049586 
B05 131374536 131720197 A05 95604966 95860218 
B05 131951357 136622591 A05 92084592 95429485 
B05 136699166 140885408 A05 87827043 91865079 
B05 141208128 141941413 A05 86434229 87250110 
B05 142044426 144155497 A05 83964665 86226140 
B05 144270306 145654815 A05 81408196 83007519 
B05 145667076 146072824 A05 105468820 105897618 
B05 146316318 149883042 A05 106055189 109451625 
B05 147900604 148030675 A05 107526593 107644736 
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Table A6. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B06 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B06 10416 72163 A06 18620628 18802917 
B06 79818 1482243 A06 15575975 18425168 
B06 1597344 2424431 A06 14217149 15351639 
B06 2805645 6255422 A06 9674864 13491670 
B06 6496130 8055123 A06 8081314 9268067 
B06 8321123 8943603 A06 7668035 8046732 
B06 9002547 11624454 A06 5706974 7407680 
B06 11649456 12635941 A06 5134456 5695515 
B06 12664382 18342255 A06 2331214 5130477 
B06 18576585 18950435 A06 2007775 2239225 
B06 19166550 19527265 A06 1850320 1969477 
B06 19763673 20401632 A06 1660935 1818116 
B06 20679568 21411119 A06 1362548 1594534 
B06 21623655 22835191 A06 1056378 1353767 
B06 23055528 23918446 A06 764493 1041135 
B06 24198814 24872208 A06 528682 752529 
B06 25116533 25706057 A06 319519 517998 
B06 27053693 27321949 A06 48550 175456 
B06 27432169 27686382 A06 18925653 19149852 
B06 29688772 29953315 A06 20969293 21259785 
B06 30066573 30158494 A06 21513340 21572045 
B06 31120578 31569652 A06 22540117 22872089 
B06 31986088 32054736 A06 23288731 23435256 
B06 32047521 32129689 A06 23345414 23428888 
B06 33698661 33980332 A06 24941758 25153881 
B06 35075298 35117632 A06 26577343 26724013 
B06 35456978 35608601 A06 26834890 27049228 
B06 62920755 63109036 A06 57497679 57731089 
B06 85036966 85138330 A06 67041180 67107677 
B06 86896417 87191551 A06 68596847 68880571 
B06 87618247 87678204 A06 69309143 69484179 
B06 88778038 88874024 A06 70370301 70535609 
B06 89526439 89657431 A06 72185404 72312623 
B06 95786278 95807887 A06 77808724 77834699 
B06 100763217 101187691 A06 81815850 82305793 
B06 101428013 102081463 A06 82501634 82865276 
B06 102498678 102865362 A06 83223989 83541422 
B06 103482981 103666936 A06 80681838 80774422 
B06 104372231 104919784 A06 84192222 84693607 
B06 106865444 107452610 A06 86118808 86711261 
B06 107827401 108044648 A06 86746663 86841856 
B06 108452471 108550147 A06 87053540 87268919 
B06 108794949 108951814 A06 87423288 87635475 
B06 109943030 110893231 A06 88071517 88724463 
B06 111249910 112775450 A06 89025831 90519782 
B06 114139128 114921432 A06 91658146 92345489 
B06 114915849 115062733 A06 92271778 92345489 
B06 115529048 116166992 A06 92991205 93528230 
B06 116346831 116804046 A06 93719956 94146961 
B06 117047410 117312139 A06 94204722 94594683 
B06 118760900 119739523 A06 95636387 96629432 
B06 119919124 122028942 A06 96849202 98535599 
B06 122334768 122708211 A06 98708767 98985343 
B06 122747352 131101223 A06 99229308 106403404 
B06 126135222 126317777 A06 102056225 102229800 
B06 131116044 131548997 A06 106615469 106982623 
B06 131556015 133463676 A06 107345093 109168833 
B06 133753955 137126176 A06 109201272 112616251 
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Table A7. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B07 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B07 260628 454934 A07 451097 614611 
B07 555478 594110 A07 64518 106205 
B07 610514 2303559 A07 884487 2570795 
B07 2625333 4858341 A07 2589308 4887791 
B07 4906465 9696151 A07 5399700 9646783 
B07 9867207 10258544 A07 9921694 10507131 
B07 10193801 10842235 A07 10774305 11242059 
B07 10936098 12165197 A07 11449120 12234459 
B07 12305593 12939908 A07 12476650 13095183 
B07 13163552 14099416 A07 13200217 13894962 
B07 15149940 16158379 A07 14080219 14883543 
B07 16180221 16358206 A07 15156134 15416861 
B07 16373667 17305123 A07 15693811 16518270 
B07 17794377 17977406 A07 16836986 16979145 
B07 18464376 18837382 A07 17023810 17304711 
B07 19188930 19487043 A07 17652299 17989651 
B07 20196576 20999712 A07 18769474 19399177 
B07 21894271 22089606 A07 20994659 21222063 
B07 22496945 23094367 A07 21512879 22329798 
B07 23310859 23765038 A07 22456866 22830389 
B07 23968354 25723301 A07 23033288 24113665 
B07 26033080 26257440 A07 24238080 24422644 
B07 26469431 27015765 A07 24736687 25184443 
B07 27225627 27341545 A07 25428477 25579993 
B07 27857201 27953097 A07 26577416 26640725 
B07 28189656 28416561 A07 26872371 27310960 
B07 28579596 29532404 A07 27573280 28322065 
B07 29887322 29999858 A07 28805339 28925424 
B07 30233273 30317999 A07 28939712 29284582 
B07 30319638 30560686 A07 29450463 29789942 
B07 31102965 31412699 A07 69538646 69684896 
B07 31535742 31658966 A07 69955954 70044838 
B07 31920747 32537036 A07 69095449 69528464 
B07 32835699 33092435 A07 68721273 68897897 
B07 35046877 35323488 A07 67669898 67809030 
B07 36575991 37406980 A07 66532902 67163792 
B07 38952419 39489806 A07 65357469 65772498 
B07 41325191 41594754 A07 64477210 64547484 
B07 42178203 42347115 A07 64079913 64217929 
B07 44524881 44692135 A07 63267585 63442138 
B07 51551057 52052194 A07 60019110 60300624 
B07 57951951 58133983 A07 59041161 59098142 
B07 60529240 60721937 A07 58162517 58318168 
B07 63247037 63350310 A07 57500509 57570922 
B07 95544819 95815958 A08 4297392 4407964 
B07 96194741 96856245 A08 3790088 4252629 
B07 97229638 97459969 A08 3639767 3720994 
B07 97765340 98012181 A08 3543554 3610483 
B07 98534053 98904085 A08 3267580 3407365 
B07 101024233 101224629 A08 2711800 2790255 
B07 101738774 101905079 A08 2540101 2692682 
B07 102214154 102487481 A08 2385495 2527662 
B07 103089337 103769968 A08 1926255 2375936 
B07 104175071 104228381 A08 1795209 1897118 
B07 104424078 106063944 A08 1052930 1707380 
B07 106562966 107355878 A08 529027 931842 
B07 107562219 108226434 A08 271164 479270 
B07 108367664 108727847 A08 5291497 5399401 
B07 109028380 109332529 A08 5617280 5845050 
B07 110258833 110367527 A08 5860046 5926518 
B07 110596836 110730378 A08 5997247 6090491 
B07 111073981 111891074 A08 6214986 6706204 
B07 112359139 113659713 A08 6773903 7770641 
B07 114040096 115681452 A08 7802848 9037533 
B07 116090661 117778013 A08 9038267 10297678 
B07 118036054 122489064 A08 10311115 14300793 
B07 122682621 126214575 A08 14475650 18716082 
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Table A8. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B08 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B08 1118054 8081729 A08 22644066 30274143 
B08 8287362 8470778 A08 30324332 30521204 
B08 8546784 11056427 A08 30726246 32599158 
B08 11702766 11823089 A08 32756324 32786626 
B08 12716826 13051882 A08 33340161 33560905 
B08 13435501 14048292 A08 33623527 34013327 
B08 14259066 15515567 A08 34129981 34720085 
B08 16110983 17036030 A08 34838459 35336439 
B08 17496875 17640890 A08 35362802 35455472 
B08 18085893 18234094 A08 35523930 35612654 
B08 18915058 19085454 A08 35724899 35810516 
B08 19587803 19916726 A08 36077544 36284156 
B08 20163182 22109119 A08 36290496 37149124 
B08 22320713 23170093 A08 37234640 37503431 
B08 23401150 24100844 A08 37582020 37799739 
B08 24426590 24734545 A08 37868937 38033931 
B08 24999748 25420426 A08 38140921 38292018 
B08 25484862 26228659 A07 71868865 72203671 
B08 26465953 26744711 A07 72293366 72407750 
B08 27001033 27198090 A07 72500928 72552622 
B08 27492847 27747812 A07 72563188 72625862 
B08 27944264 28770969 A07 72734546 73133539 
B08 30221228 30532162 A07 73336008 73494641 
B08 31681210 31853086 A07 73667026 73789559 
B08 32125640 32329563 A07 73803607 73934850 
B08 33723600 34834989 A07 74213234 74704661 
B08 36849990 36963414 A07 75228927 75358644 
B08 42679547 42916359 A07 75718294 75909311 
B08 43383659 43569517 A07 76009391 76073367 
B08 45094964 45396228 A07 76270843 76455499 
B08 45849954 45889800 A07 76634247 76681653 
B08 70204784 70460896 A07 34850703 34955796 
B08 88373689 88398930 A07 37893209 37938511 
B08 89081286 89433136 A07 38030317 38314666 
B08 92411822 92754283 A07 40112157 40444017 
B08 95927281 96429933 A07 43281254 43683182 
B08 98144823 98398997 A07 45813068 46105259 
B08 103034583 103654125 A07 51136016 51696458 
B08 105294828 105540410 A07 46409242 46732098 
B08 106158531 106564684 A07 53871341 54365485 
B08 106670837 107097238 A07 54613428 54935555 
B08 107229838 107673710 A08 38296945 38489172 
B08 107915663 108080937 A08 38527541 38566098 
B08 109407632 109820131 A08 38748271 38875193 
B08 110237193 110980247 A08 38988337 39288151 
B08 111618703 112404606 A08 39445420 39778341 
B08 112961530 113450626 A08 39894720 40167573 
B08 114918130 115186778 A08 40562253 40753467 
B08 115705446 115925129 A08 40685760 40891420 
B08 116534713 118295468 A08 41052219 41989070 
B08 118879938 121831586 A08 42117494 43697234 
B08 122036828 122510949 A08 43748666 44095315 
B08 122733142 123998914 A08 44114561 44848552 
B08 124225985 124336616 A08 44869296 44942827 
B08 124587656 126037457 A08 44967549 45898302 
B08 126612625 126728446 A08 45939704 46010603 
B08 126722795 127552944 A08 45943953 46577396 
B08 127876307 128183972 A08 46659983 46955353 
B08 128185393 129397314 A08 47756247 48749958 
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Table A9. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B09 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B09 560378 638152 A09 313372 377851 
B09 646844 6647742 A09 582448 5356915 
B09 6872221 7517067 A09 5380095 6051281 
B09 7772025 8586929 A09 6068565 6941694 
B09 8854721 10852976 A09 7067224 8838524 
B09 12917452 15073612 A09 9300700 11146003 
B09 15258589 15353826 A09 11418034 11535171 
B09 15294791 18936523 A09 11500637 14471681 
B09 19337891 20153489 A09 14813099 15451603 
B09 20766584 21104545 A09 15888631 16256841 
B09 21506104 21742783 A09 16319349 16603511 
B09 22233951 22910849 A09 17017807 17749183 
B09 23495394 24544100 A09 18124934 19174432 
B09 24578192 25902179 A09 19401139 20545111 
B09 26116014 26519704 A09 20644861 20948113 
B09 26870483 27169653 A09 21099792 21265497 
B09 27440076 27643563 A09 21580693 21892295 
B09 29202250 29511975 A09 23275171 23569697 
B09 31274524 31452574 A09 26012259 26390110 
B09 32505014 32729962 A09 27255507 27436200 
B09 33804420 34079878 A09 27895403 28189018 
B09 34610930 34745601 A09 28240525 28395298 
B09 35781317 35909549 A09 29278035 29371144 
B09 36068344 36250249 A09 29735132 29858977 
B09 36639609 37282198 A09 29914106 30367182 
B09 41172829 41513590 A09 33711141 33931937 
B09 41709309 41948365 A09 34605435 34850003 
B09 87827169 87938683 A09 71877338 72066392 
B09 102305651 102398091 A09 83729753 83794273 
B09 103704845 103813446 A09 85149761 85331471 
B09 105494911 105805693 A09 86228856 86554185 
B09 107523442 107791859 A09 87402008 87491337 
B09 108820379 109022300 A09 88561588 88757425 
B09 112023127 113178069 A09 90591861 91832261 
B09 114191863 114459916 A09 93171793 93359636 
B09 114576414 115219838 A09 93640710 94016071 
B09 115443814 115670155 A09 94208728 94562747 
B09 118312224 118543951 A09 96864890 96943850 
B09 120558109 120717484 A09 99419445 99628394 
B09 121050758 122316078 A09 100364782 101642384 
B09 122551816 123188225 A09 101697650 102362575 
B09 123387892 123696912 A09 102418105 102674486 
B09 123915410 124393394 A09 102749448 103058577 
B09 124671625 125645048 A09 103093889 104003166 
B09 126880860 127173754 A09 104268174 104650807 
B09 127418278 127905530 A09 104702333 105335366 
B09 128346608 128627440 A09 105428648 105821455 
B09 129322313 129505529 A09 105929116 106111608 
B09 129771843 129963055 A09 106175429 106432194 
B09 130051721 130256883 A09 108041700 108241890 
B09 130362372 130955609 A09 108441256 108954801 
B09 131019283 132944975 A09 119870178 120588345 
B09 133345729 133697811 A09 119653625 119758302 
B09 135174119 146820657 A09 109533683 119401040 
B09 146830158 147021766 A09 108980673 109327312 
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Table A10. Syntenic blocks of chromosome B10 in A. ipaensis 
A.ip_chr A.ip_start A.ip_end A.du_chr A.du_start A.du_end 
B10 1383961 2291093 A10 103231 791293 
B10 2774596 3207975 A10 804980 1239631 
B10 3242841 7112539 A10 1652496 5056089 
B10 9181474 12134988 A10 5116550 7386884 
B10 12898276 16775086 A10 7637453 10812993 
B10 17172321 17658262 A10 11104568 11637276 
B10 17892288 18226299 A10 11752797 12237344 
B10 18480982 18841890 A10 12356562 12561395 
B10 19570230 19778827 A10 12887216 13131817 
B10 20067755 20373767 A10 13464668 13929306 
B10 21427530 21545048 A10 14777076 14889867 
B10 21761308 22045873 A10 15062787 15285682 
B10 23652046 24444729 A10 16537873 17279284 
B10 25294566 25549602 A10 17650979 17745545 
B10 32239134 32580315 A10 24092812 24530557 
B10 33722026 33882400 A10 25384658 25545199 
B10 35503271 35660001 A10 27025324 27214426 
B10 36074146 36225614 A10 27915604 28012222 
B10 37025468 37680606 A10 28482429 28885010 
B10 38697782 38922806 A10 30385299 30819074 
B10 53862280 54041349 A10 43329388 43438412 
B10 56694057 56818588 A10 46472903 46612174 
B10 57874602 57969540 A10 47291231 47352005 
B10 89530803 89789184 A10 64767827 64919925 
B10 93158654 93274136 A10 66508690 66612712 
B10 93649157 93778398 A10 66701819 66789720 
B10 95061785 95083516 A10 67719755 67742100 
B10 95411458 95736463 A10 67999493 68361390 
B10 98107956 98413331 A10 70363083 70617600 
B10 98873072 99325408 A10 70967138 71269345 
B10 100198181 100550255 A10 74364557 74634244 
B10 100664896 100838832 A10 74971003 75283402 
B10 101094861 101218649 A10 75384405 75426056 
B10 103502502 104084441 A10 78265553 78916458 
B10 105099616 105254465 A10 79412709 79616698 
B10 107031857 107316528 A10 83105238 83326131 
B10 107725593 108209398 A10 83804347 84010569 
B10 108748237 108895493 A10 84239282 84388947 
B10 109300404 109459711 A10 84772085 85016199 
B10 109716313 109835182 A10 85258706 85360389 
B10 110749304 111879705 A10 87418574 88887250 
B10 112219568 113301318 A10 89191877 90191503 
B10 113582536 113920669 A10 90384547 90872114 
B10 115111442 115173205 A10 91568095 91708611 
B10 115755460 115991191 A10 92152987 92393987 
B10 116189979 116788292 A10 92537066 92997433 
B10 117383521 117527806 A10 93335422 93465378 
B10 117635035 118131158 A10 93923900 94546187 
B10 118591650 120830226 A10 94842390 96811023 
B10 121305400 121998747 A10 97034174 97566882 
B10 122932769 123550733 A10 98002250 98615015 
B10 123784572 123961728 A10 98725037 98904489 
B10 124299274 136174170 A10 99065742 109430310 
B10 132696086 132760727 A10 105953103 106006998 
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Table A11. R2 between TE/gene ratios and size ratios of corresponding syntenic blocks 
Chromosome paira TE ratios vs. Size ratios Gene ratios vs. Size ratios 
           1b 0.90 0.11 
           2 0.90 0.28 
           3 0.94 0.24 
           4 0.80 0.14 
           5b 0.95 0.15 
           6b 0.95 0.29 
           7 0.95 0.13 
           8 0.90 0.22 
           9b 0.94 0.27 
           10 0.84 0.08 
a Chromosome pair is formed by the corresponding chromosomes in two genomes. For 
example, A01 and B01 form the chromosome pair 1. 
b This chromosome pair has inversion(s) between the two corresponding chromosomes. 
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APPENDIX B.    CHAPTER 3 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
Figure B1 Dot-plot comparisons confirm the new inversion occurred in Arahy.11. The X-axis 
and the Y-axis represent chromosomal positions in the chromosomes indicated. (A) Dot-plot 
comparison of chromosome Arahy.01 and Aradu.A01. (B) Dot-plot comparison of 
chromosome Arahy.11 and Araip.B01, blue arc in red rectangle indicates the new inversion 
observed. (C) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome Araip.B01 and Aradu.A01. 
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Figure B2 Dot-plot comparisons confirm the new inversion occurred in Arahy.05. The X-axis 
and the Y-axis represent chromosomal positions in the chromosomes indicated. (A) Dot-plot 
comparison of chromosome Arahy.05 and Aradu.A05, blue arc in red rectangle indicates the 
new inversion observed. (B) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome Arahy.15 and Araip.B05. 
(C) Dot-plot comparison of chromosome Araip.B05 and Aradu.A05. 
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Figure B3 Gene density distributions along the chromosome Aradu.A02 and Arahy.02. The 
X-axis represents the chromosomal position along the chromosome, and the Y-axis represents 
the number of genes. (A) Gene density distribution along chromosome Aradu.A02. (B) Gene 
density distribution along chromosome Arahy.02. 
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Figure B4 Size ratios of syntenic blocks between A subgenome in Ah and Ad. Each column 
shows a chromosome in A subgenome in Ah, and each colored block represents a syntenic 
block in the order of genomic position in Ah. Regions highlighted by purple rectangle is the 
inverted region in Ah, which means that region is in the opposite orientation in Ad. The size 
ratios are calculated as Ah/Ad, and are shown in the blue-white-red gradient. Blue color 
indicates that the ratio is larger than 1, which means the syntenic block is larger in Ah. Red 
color indicates that the ratio is smaller than 1, which means the syntenic block is smaller in Ah. 
White color indicates that the ratio is 1, which means the syntenic blocks have the same size. 
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Figure B5 Size ratios of syntenic blocks between B subgenome in Ah and Ai. Each column 
shows a chromosome in B subgenome in Ah, and each colored block represents a syntenic 
block in the order of genomic position in Ah. Regions highlighted by purple rectangle is the 
inverted region in Ah, which means that region is in the opposite orientation in Ai. The size 
ratios are calculated as Ah/Ai, and are shown in the blue-white-red gradient. Blue color 
indicates that the ratio is larger than 1, which means the syntenic block is larger in Ah. Red 
color indicates that the ratio is smaller than 1, which means the syntenic block is smaller in Ah. 
White color indicates that the ratio is 1, which means the syntenic blocks have the same size. 
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Figure B6 Correlation between TE/gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. These scatter 
plots showing the correlation for syntenic blocks between chromosome Arahy.11 and 
Araip.B01. (A) Correlation between TE ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. (B) 
Correlation between gene ratios and size ratios of syntenic blocks. 
 
Figure B7 TE components of inverted and non-inverted regions. The X-axis is the name of TE 
components, and the Y-axis is the frequency of TE components. TE components in B 
subgenome in Ah are in blue bars, whereas TE components in Ai are in orange bars. (A) TE 
components of inverted regions. (B) TE components of non-inverted regions. 
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Figure B8 Dot-plot comparisons between subgenomes in Ah show the inversion observed 
between Ad and Ai. The X-axis and the Y-axis represent chromosomal positions in the 
chromosomes indicated. Blue arcs indicate the inversions observed between Ad and Ai. (A) 
Dot-plot comparison of chromosome Arahy.06 and Arahy.16. (B) Dot-plot comparison of 
chromosome Arahy.09 and Arahy.19. 
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Figure C1 Input phylogeny of selected species for MLGO. Branch length is not defined in the 
phylogeny file submitted to MLGO web server. Branches are scaled here so that the species 
names can align at the right side. 
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Figure C2 Circle display of pairwise comparisons between genomes. Each circle represents a 
comparison between the reconstructed most recent common ancestor of all selected legume 
species (A8) and one of the selected legume species. Each of the two genomes being compared 
is scaled to occupy half of the circle. Chromosomes of each genome are colored and placed 
from top to bottom based on the index. Same syntenic-block markers are connected using 
colored links, which follow the same color rule as the right half of the circle. Gene densities of 
current genomes are displayed in colored histogram outside the chromosome bar. (A) A8 vs. 
A. duranensis; (B) A8 vs. A. ipaensis; (C) A8 vs. C. cajan; (D) A8 vs. G. max; (E) A8 vs. P. 
vulgaris; (F) A8 vs. V. radiata; (G) A8 vs. L. japonicus; (H) A8 vs. M. truncatula; (I) A8 vs. 
C. arietinum. 
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Table C1 Legume core genes GO biological process enrichment 
GO biological process Fold +/- P value 
petal development 6.08 + 5.71E-04 
      corolla development* 6.08 + 5.71E-04 
            floral whorl development 2.29 + 1.39E-04 
                  developmental process involved in reproduction 1.58 + 5.24E-08 
                        developmental process 1.51 + 9.13E-14 
                        reproductive process 1.47 + 7.84E-07 
                              reproduction 1.47 + 8.31E-07 
                  flower development 2.15 + 1.10E-07 
                        reproductive shoot system development 2.17 + 4.13E-08 
                              post-embryonic development 1.71 + 3.01E-11 
                                    multicellular organism development 1.55 + 3.17E-13 
                                          multicellular organismal process 1.49 + 6.12E-12 
                                          anatomical structure development 1.54 + 3.91E-14 
                              reproductive structure development 1.69 + 4.24E-09 
                                    reproductive system development 1.69 + 4.24E-09 
                                          system development 1.75 + 4.29E-15 
                              shoot system development 2.04 + 2.99E-11 
      phyllome development 2 + 6.98E-07 
            plant organ development 2.05 + 2.10E-13 
      floral organ development 2.22 + 4.83E-05 
regulation of meristem structural organization 5.3 + 4.86E-04 
            regulation of developmental process 1.7 + 7.49E-06 
                  regulation of biological process 1.25 + 2.54E-07 
                        biological regulation 1.26 + 5.46E-09 
floral organ formation 4.45 + 1.24E-03 
      plant organ formation 2.86 + 4.66E-05 
                  anatomical structure morphogenesis 2.03 + 4.10E-12 
      floral organ morphogenesis 3.79 + 2.82E-04 
            post-embryonic plant organ morphogenesis 3.23 + 1.49E-06 
                  post-embryonic plant morphogenesis 2.94 + 5.60E-08 
                  post-embryonic plant organ development 2.58 + 1.01E-05 
                  plant organ morphogenesis 2.34 + 8.38E-09 
regulation of histone modification 3.76 + 9.47E-04 
                        regulation of primary metabolic process 1.22 + 1.01E-03 
                              regulation of metabolic process 1.22 + 4.16E-04 
                        regulation of nitrogen compound metabolic process 1.23 + 6.98E-04 
                        regulation of macromolecule metabolic process 1.23 + 4.85E-04 
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Table C1 continued 
                  regulation of cellular metabolic process 1.22 + 7.97E-04 
                        regulation of cellular process 1.25 + 1.14E-06 
cellular response to carbohydrate stimulus 3.01 + 1.05E-03 
      cellular response to oxygen-containing compound 1.66 + 6.73E-05 
            response to oxygen-containing compound 1.4 + 4.46E-05 
                  response to chemical 1.26 + 2.22E-04 
                        response to stimulus 1.22 + 5.95E-07 
            cellular response to chemical stimulus 1.42 + 3.56E-04 
                  cellular response to stimulus 1.37 + 7.04E-07 
                        cellular process 1.27 + 1.87E-24 
      cellular response to organic substance 1.42 + 8.07E-04 
            response to organic substance 1.28 + 9.83E-04 
      response to carbohydrate 2.3 + 6.89E-04 
plant epidermis morphogenesis 2.97 + 9.75E-05 
      plant epidermis development 2.21 + 2.12E-05 
            tissue development 1.84 + 4.91E-06 
lateral root morphogenesis 2.95 + 8.17E-04 
                  root development 1.94 + 2.62E-06 
                        root system development 1.94 + 2.82E-06 
      post-embryonic root morphogenesis 2.91 + 9.28E-04 
            root morphogenesis 2.03 + 2.73E-04 
nicotinamide nucleotide biosynthetic process 2.75 + 7.06E-04 
      pyridine nucleotide biosynthetic process 2.81 + 3.83E-04 
                        cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process 1.23 + 2.09E-05 
                              nitrogen compound metabolic process 1.21 + 1.49E-08 
                                    metabolic process 1.19 + 3.31E-11 
                              cellular metabolic process 1.23 + 6.52E-12 
                        heterocycle metabolic process 1.28 + 1.11E-06 
                        organic cyclic compound metabolic process 1.29 + 1.81E-07 
                              organic substance metabolic process 1.22 + 2.15E-11 
                        organonitrogen compound metabolic process 1.21 + 5.29E-05 
                  oxidoreduction coenzyme metabolic process 2.46 + 9.91E-05 
                        coenzyme metabolic process 1.87 + 2.80E-04 
                                    phosphorus metabolic process 1.35 + 7.16E-05 
                              phosphate-containing compound metabolic process 1.38 + 3.33E-05 
                                    nucleobase-containing compound metabolic process 1.3 + 8.05E-07 
                                          cellular aromatic compound metabolic process 1.28 + 8.45E-07 
                                          primary metabolic process 1.22 + 5.10E-11 
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Table C1 continued 
                                    small molecule metabolic process 1.43 + 4.99E-06 
            coenzyme biosynthetic process 2.17 + 8.10E-05 
                  cofactor biosynthetic process 1.94 + 2.09E-04 
                        cellular biosynthetic process 1.24 + 2.10E-05 
                              biosynthetic process 1.24 + 6.44E-06 
            nucleotide biosynthetic process 1.94 + 6.61E-04 
                  nucleoside phosphate biosynthetic process 1.92 + 1.02E-03 
                              organic substance biosynthetic process 1.23 + 1.88E-05 
                        nucleobase-containing compound biosynthetic process 1.32 + 1.41E-04 
                              organic cyclic compound biosynthetic process 1.31 + 4.85E-05 
                              heterocycle biosynthetic process 1.29 + 3.12E-04 
                              cellular nitrogen compound biosynthetic process 1.23 + 8.70E-04 
                              aromatic compound biosynthetic process 1.29 + 2.10E-04 
positive regulation of organelle organization 2.72 + 5.43E-04 
      positive regulation of cellular component organization 2.55 + 5.05E-04 
                  positive regulation of biological process 1.46 + 5.24E-05 
circadian rhythm 2.65 + 2.47E-04 
cellular response to nitrogen compound 2.34 + 1.21E-03 
shoot system morphogenesis 2.28 + 2.37E-04 
regionalization 2.22 + 9.29E-04 
hormone biosynthetic process 2.2 + 2.58E-04 
      hormone metabolic process 1.88 + 9.33E-04 
            regulation of hormone levels 1.73 + 4.58E-04 
                  regulation of biological quality 1.63 + 2.46E-07 
protein autophosphorylation 2.11 + 1.88E-04 
            cellular protein modification process 1.28 + 4.68E-04 
                  protein modification process 1.28 + 4.68E-04 
                        protein metabolic process 1.21 + 7.01E-04 
                              macromolecule metabolic process 1.19 + 2.46E-06 
                        macromolecule modification 1.26 + 3.22E-04 
                  cellular protein metabolic process 1.23 + 5.82E-04 
                        cellular macromolecule metabolic process 1.22 + 1.62E-06 
regulation of shoot system development 2.09 + 8.10E-05 
      regulation of multicellular organismal development 1.71 + 1.38E-04 
            regulation of multicellular organismal process 1.62 + 4.67E-04 
leaf development 2.04 + 2.64E-05 
chloroplast organization 2.02 + 6.84E-04 
      plastid organization 2.02 + 9.83E-05 
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Table C1 continued 
            organelle organization 1.61 + 1.61E-09 
                  cellular component organization 1.49 + 3.62E-11 
                        cellular component organization or biogenesis 1.43 + 8.14E-10 
unidimensional cell growth 1.88 + 8.03E-04 
      cell growth 2 + 2.09E-05 
            growth 1.97 + 5.95E-06 
      developmental growth involved in morphogenesis 1.97 + 7.30E-05 
            developmental growth 1.98 + 1.80E-05 
      cell morphogenesis 1.85 + 1.96E-04 
            cellular component morphogenesis 1.79 + 2.56E-04 
                  cellular developmental process 1.64 + 3.27E-06 
monocarboxylic acid biosynthetic process 1.8 + 1.22E-03 
            carboxylic acid metabolic process 1.6 + 6.34E-06 
                  oxoacid metabolic process 1.48 + 6.83E-05 
                        organic acid metabolic process 1.47 + 8.77E-05 
      carboxylic acid biosynthetic process 1.7 + 6.21E-05 
            organic acid biosynthetic process 1.7 + 6.21E-05 
                  small molecule biosynthetic process 1.57 + 2.15E-04 
response to cadmium ion 1.79 + 6.42E-04 
            response to inorganic substance 1.45 + 7.29E-04 
cell differentiation 1.63 + 7.36E-05 
cellular lipid metabolic process 1.61 + 8.93E-05 
lipid biosynthetic process 1.59 + 9.46E-04 
fruit development 1.59 + 1.08E-04 
cellular response to stress 1.57 + 2.17E-05 
cellular protein localization 1.55 + 6.29E-04 
      protein localization 1.53 + 1.98E-04 
                  localization 1.37 + 1.06E-06 
      cellular macromolecule localization 1.54 + 6.36E-04 
regulation of response to stimulus 1.52 + 9.97E-04 
ion transport 1.51 + 9.96E-04 
      transport 1.37 + 3.48E-06 
            establishment of localization 1.37 + 2.33E-06 
response to light stimulus 1.5 + 8.33E-04 
      response to radiation 1.55 + 2.05E-04 
            response to abiotic stimulus 1.41 + 1.57E-06 
establishment of protein localization 1.48 + 1.40E-03 
amide transport 1.46 + 1.37E-03 
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Table C1 continued 
      nitrogen compound transport 1.48 + 1.56E-04 
negative regulation of biological process 1.41 + 1.04E-03 
regulation of transcription, DNA-templated 1.26 + 8.52E-04 
      regulation of nucleic acid-templated transcription 1.26 + 8.52E-04 
            regulation of RNA biosynthetic process 1.26 + 8.52E-04 
                  regulation of RNA metabolic process 1.25 + 1.16E-03 
                        regulation of nucleobase-containing compound metabolic process 1.26 + 5.86E-04 
RNA metabolic process 1.24 + 7.16E-04 
      nucleic acid metabolic process 1.27 + 3.17E-05 
Unclassified 0.73 - 8.99E-08 
killing of cells of other organism < 0.01 - 5.13E-09 
      cell killing < 0.01 - 5.13E-09 
      disruption of cells of other organism < 0.01 - 5.13E-09 
            modification of morphology or physiology of other organism 0.04 - 1.71E-08 
                  interspecies interaction between organisms 0.19 - 1.64E-06 
*The result is sorted based on hierarchy, and parent GO term is indented directly below it. 
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Table C2 Proteome sources for gene families 
Species Genotype Assembly Annotation Source 
Vigna uguiculata IT97K-499-35 1 1 Phytozome 
Vigna angularis Gyeongwon 3 1 LegumeInfo 
Vigna radiata VC1973A 6 1 LegumeInfo 
Phaseolus 
vulgaris G19833 2 1 Phytozome 
Cajanus cajan ICPL87119 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Glycine max Williams 82 2 1 Phytozome 
Medicago 
truncatula A17_HM341 4 2 LegumeInfo 
Cicer arietinum Frontier 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Trifolium 
pratense MilvusB 2 1 LegumeInfo 
Lotus japonicus MG20 3 1 LegumeInfo 
Lupinus 
angustifolius Tanjil 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Arachis 
duranensis V14167 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Arachis ipaensis K30076 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Arachis hypogaea Tifrunner 1 1 LegumeInfo 
Arabidopsis 
thaliana Col-0 TAIR10 1 Phytozome 
Cucumis sativus unknown 1 1 Phytozome 
Prunus persica Lovell 2 2.1 Phytozome 
Solanum 
lycopersicum Heinz_1706 2.5 ITAG2.4 Phytozome 
Vitis vinifera PN40024 Genoscope.12X Genoscope.12X Phytozome 
 
